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This thesis documents First Nations students' experiences in post-secondary 

institutions. This work recognizes the important, complex social issues currently 

encountered by many First Nations periples. As such, this thesis is grounded in the words 

of First Nations students who are recognized as experts on the topic of their academic 

journeys. The issues of respect, collaboration and voice are key parameters utilized 

throughout the entire research project which was conducted through open-ended audio 

taped interviews with four self-identified Aboriginal female scholars from the Greater 

Vancouver, Lower Mainland area in British Columbia. 

Within First Nations there is an underlying cornmon vision: to collectively ensure 

that the painful history of colonialization ceases to continue, to begin to heal from this 

past, and to actively work toward securing a brighter future for al1 First Nations peoples. 

This community focus involves creating institutions in which Native peoples cari actively 

participate. Education is a pan of this vision. Securing the advancement of current, and 

future, Aboriginal generations, is viewed as one way to ensure the overall rights of First 

Nations peoples. Integral to this collective vision, is a common denorninator of 'giving 

back' to ones community, or to the Abonginai community in general. As such, this work 

is dedicated to supporting this collective vision that invests in the overail wellness of First 

Nations communities. It is from the spirit ofsharing that this research explores a largely 

undocumented area and contributes to dialogue among dl those interested in creating 

more respectful and meaningful educationai environments for Fitst Nations leamers. 
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This work is dedicated to 
the collective vision of past, present and future 

First Nations peoples. 

A vision that invests in the 
overall weilness of our First Nations communities. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

This thesis will examine First ~ations '  graduate student experiences in post- 

secondary institutions. I will explore what Aboriginal students have to Say about their 

experiences in pursuing their academic goals by means of open-ended audio taped 

interviews with 4 self-identified Aboriginal graduate students in the Lower Mainland 

area. The issues of respect and collaboration are key parameters utilized throughout the 

entire research project in tems of methodological approach and in 'wnting up' the thesis 

utilizing accessible language. 

There is a body of related literature that is commonly grounded in a broader 

examination of government policy and histoncal analysis, and white 1 recognize the value 

of such work, 1 would like to further recognize the importance of the individual daily 

lived experience of First Nations peoples. As such, this thesis is grounded in the words 

of First Nations students that afe recognized as vital experts on their academic joumeys. 

By engaging in this research project, it is my hope that this work will contribute to the 

dialogue that further addresses the diverse challenges that continue to impact Aboriginal 

scholars. 

' From the outset, it is important to recognize that throughout my paper 1 will use the (intentionally 
capitalized) words. Native, Aboriginal, First Nations, interchangcably; (and at tim 1 will quote the term 
"Indian"). When 1 utilize this tenninology 1 am refening to the fust inhabitants to occupy the country in 
which we live (which includes Metis, Inuit, Innu, and TwoSpirited peoples). I will also use the term 
Indigenous to broadly rcfer to global Indigenous peoples. Language is pblemtic ,  as many of these tenus 
are accepted by some Aborigids, and rejected by others for viuious politicid and philosophical reasons 
(Adams 1995:11; Monture-Angus 19952; Hedican 19955). The core of these arguments involves the 
fiindamental issue of decipheting terminology, which has becn imposed by non-Native policy makers and 
the implications of what such terms mean. The deconstruction of terminology. or labeling, is directly 
linked to r paramount issue of 'wht do Native peoples want to use?' It is not the aim of this paper to 
homogenizelessentialize Abriginal peoples into one blankei category. like al1 othet non-Aboriginal 
populations; I respectfully acknowledge that diversity of opinions exists amongst First Nations peoples. 
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From the outset, it is important to note that my holistic philosophy neither fits 

into, nor is fully encompassed by 'standard' university guidelines. For me, writing about 

issues that are extremely important, in a linear, one-dimensional format is both 

uncomfortable and a "work-in progress". Currently in acadernic genres there seems to be 

liale m m  or recognition for emotions such as laughter, pain, joy and anger. Try as I 

have in the nurnerous drafts of this paper, 1 have finally resolved that 1 cannot wnte 

effectively and produce work 1 am pleased with if 1 try to write and emultite the 

'standardized' academic works that surround me. This is important, as it has been a 

difficult barrier for me to overcome in the cornpletion of this thesis: in essence, for me to 

stay hue to the foundations of my holistic philosophy as a Native person, while working 

in the confines of an academic institution that subscribes to doctrines that at times, and in 

û multitude of ways, just does not feel right for my spirit. This issue surfaced in the 

interviews 1 conducted, as Phoebe discusses the struggles she faced in finding a balance 

between school and famil y respnsibilities. S he States, 

with the degrce, you don't have ihc time, the patience, the encrgy, the respect even - and 1 hate io 
say th~t - the respect to be thcre for your family. And thai is not a gond feeling. { ...) But the 
way things were going 1 was k i n g  pul ld  in every direction. parenting, working, trying to finish 
up the degree, having a nl;itionship. (...) Not only was f mi &king core of rnyself. I was not 
lmking after my own wcll k i n g  in the k t  way, and unfortunately, it works out then, that you are 
not lwking out for the other things that ore important to you. You are no1 being there for your 
family the way you want to be. You arc not imting people the way you know you can, and the 
way you want to. 

Interview with Phoebe: Sepi/OO 

Another area that deserves attention ftom the outset and shapes how this paper 

unfolds is the fact that contemporary Native social issues are complex and not smctly 

Iinear, for critical historical factors continue to hold significant meaning. As such, this 

thesis moves back and forth in time. W-oven into each chapter are the multi-layered 
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factors that continue to impact Aboriginal scholars, and in keeping with how 1 view 

'traditionai' Native learning, this work leaves 'partial' onus on the reader to 

conceptuaiize the significant factors that continue to shape Native socideducational 

issues2. 

Honorinn the work a l d v  done in this area 

While it is imperative to highlight areas in need of immediate improvement in 

increasing the retention rates of First Nations learners, it is equally important to recognize 

the developments already made. By doing so, we recognize and celebrate the painstaking 

work established by previous, and current advocates, from both First Nations 

communities and also non-Native individuals who work collaboratively with Native 

communities. Focusing on positive areas is important because it moves the mindset from 

disempowennent to empowerment. To clarify, while this paper depicts some very 

complex and at times 'difficult' issues, my aim is to do so in a manner that reflects the 

overall strength and resiliency of First Nations peoples. The determination found within 

the lifelong career choices of many Native peoples needs to be continually recognized 

and applauded as 1 wholeheartedly recognize how arduous this work cm be at a multitude 

of levels. 

The m d  to this research to~ ic  

Throughout the years I have been privileged to participate in numerous First 

Nations gathenngs in both Canada and the US, that include feastdpotlatches, educational 

conferences, Pow-Wows, youth conferences, and community hedth forums. In al1 my 

See discussion on 'reader response-ability' in Kim Anderson's (2000). Recomition of Being; 
reconstructina Native womanhd. (pp 48-49.) 
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experiences, and common to al1 First Nations, there is an underlying common vision: to 

collectively ensure that our painfil history of colonialization ceases to continue, ro begin 

to healfrom this past, and to actively work toward securing a brighterfiturefor al1 First 

Nations peoples. This point is expressed by many of our leaders, as stated by Grand 

Chief Alphonse Bird, "Our future as a people depends upon our ability to prepare out 

children to deal with a rapidly changing world that is not always sensitive to our need and 

detennination to retain and build our culture and communities." (cited in Dyck 1997:7) 

My whole sense of k i n g  in school and working hûrd, was bcciuse 1 was going to go back a d  
help my community and work for my community 

Interview wilh Candice: l a d l  

There is a community and generational aspect to the collective lifelong career 

choices made by many First Nations peoples. Integral to this collective vision is a 

common denominator of 'giving back' to ones community, or the Aboriginal community 

in general. Scholar, Eber Hampton, from the Chickasaw Nation States, "education is to 

serve the people. Its purpose is not individual advancement or status." (Hampton 

1995:21). This like-minded community focus involves creating institutions in which 

Native peoples can actively participate; education is a part of this vision. There is an 

overail community focus on actively creating educational environments that are culturally 

meaningful to First Nations cornmunities. Secuxing the educational advancement of 

current, and future Aboriginal generations, is viewed as one way to ensure the overall 

rights of First Nations peoples. These factors have largely contributed io my interest in 

First Nations educational issues. 

The decision to narrow my topic to documenting First Nations Graduate student 

experiences sternrned from years of various discussions I had with Native students. in 



the years of 'hanging out' with Native students 1 came to realize through our discussions 

that there were many issues that we could talk about amongst ourselves, that mean so 

much to us. There is a common underlying thread of understanding of ow experiences 

that are not typically discussed with others who are not from the same background. 

These powerful discussions have been filled with anger, fear, joy, tears and laughter; but 

most importantly these discussions have been about creating support for each other in Our 

individual and academic endeavors. This is a key reason for selecting my thesis topic: to 

document the retlections h m  the experts that continue to navigate their way through 

academia. So then, in the spirit of sharing, and in 'giving back' to my community, 1 

write this paper primarily for other Native students, to support First Nations students in 

the recognition that they are not alone in their experience, and rhat their experiences and 

voices are important. And although there is an emerging body of literature that addresses 

Native educational issues, there remains a minimal amount of research that exists that 

specifically documents the contemporary experiences of First Nations students. We need 

research that is written by, and amongst, Aboriginal peoples utilizing the key parameters 

of respect and collaboration and that is written in accessible language that does not 

exclude those who are fquently marginalized from such discourse. Al1 of these 

components are integral to my research focus. 

Yet another reason for selecting my topic involves some common and frequently 

asked questions that have been posed to me, largely by non-Native university professors, 

adminisirators and students aiike. 1 have been invited to sit on panels consisting 

primarily of SFU university administrators, and 1 have also given presentations and 

interviews that focus on Native education issues. It is from these experiences that the 
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questions emerge that 1 have k e n  repeatedly asked: "What is it that Native students go 

through?"'Why is it so hard for Native students to get through post-secondary 

education?" And, "What can we do to ensure Aboriginal student succeed?" It is from 

these questions that 1 recognize there is a 'gap': communication is rnissing that addresses 

these very important questions. I know lhat thispaper will not hold al1 the anmers, but it 

will begin to explore a largely undocumented area and will contribute to the dialogue for 

al1 interested in creating a more respectful and meaningful educational environment for 

students of Aboriginal ancestry. 

There is a strong callective vision within Native communities that values using 

education as a tool to ensure the overall bettement of our communities. My life's work 

is dedicated to supporting this collective vision that invests in the overall wellness of our 

people. This paper is very much about taking a brief glimpse at the pmcess of what we, 

as Aboriginal people, continue to endure in our educational joumeys. Sometimes, 1 

cannot help but laugh at how engaging in this widely viewed 'esteemed' academic 

process has brought me to the bnnk of Iunacy; perhaps writing about this process will 

help to demystify this overall experience for fellow First Nations students. As well, this 

work may be useful for those who wish to support Native students by better 

understanding what Native students continue to endure. Yet another reason 1 continue to 

engage in this acadernic journey is that, as a Native woman, having the 'M.A.' behind my 

narne will help my voice be head more cleariy by those people who think that 

educational credentials are of paramount impomnce. The final key reason for me 

engaging in rny thesis topic, is because I tmly believe that my thesis topic contains within 

it an important message that needs to be documented. 
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CHAPTER 2: RESEARCHING THE 'RESEARCHER' 

There is a longing in the heut of my people to reach out and grasp that which is needed for Our 
survival. There is a longing among the young of my nation to secure for thernselves and their 
people the skills hat will provide hem with a sense of worth and purpose. They will be our new 
wiuriors. Their training will be much longer and more demanding than it was in olden days. The 
long years of study will demnd more determination. separaiion from home and family will 
demnd endurance. But they will emerge with their hrnd held forward, not to receive welfare, but 
to grasp the place in society that is rightly ours. 

Chief Dan George 
From My Hem Soars (1974:91) 

My life's journey recently brought this message back into my path while 1 was at 

a friend's place bmwsing through her library. 1 first came across these words as a young 

child. 1 remember that 1 liked how this book was written, 1 liked how 1 could read and 

understand the words, 1 liked the pictures of Native faces, 1 especially liked the fact that 

this book was written by a Native Grandfather. Unlike al1 the other books around me, 1 

felt a connection to this book. At such a young age 1 had no idea how significant al1 of 

these factors would be in my life's journey, and how important Native educational issues 

would be in my life. Al1 of the factors: including using accessible language, feeling 

connected to Native writers, and placing Aboriginal experiences and voices at the center 

of my work, dl are issues that continue to shape how I navigate my way through 

academia. This chapter will attempt to unfold some of the factors that shape how my 

life's journey brought me to the path of writing this thesis. 

Honorinn Nisna'a Protocol 

In keeping with Nisga'a protocol, 1 will begin with an introduction3. My Nisga'a 

narne is K'amyuuwa'a, a name selected by my late grandmother, Sigidimn* 

In her work, Cree/Mètis scholac Kim Anderson, also discussed the importance of identifjring oneself and 
views ii as "[practicing] an Aboriginal method of contextualizing knowledges" (Anderson 2000:31) 
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(matriarch), Jiits* (grandmother) Pauline Robinson. She explained to me that this name 

translates to "the one who c d e s  the light to a dark ~ornrnunit~*~. 1 am very proud to 

carry this name, a name that 1 continue to 'grow into'. My parents are Ray and Sylvia 

Guno (nee Adams) and both are from Gitlakdamiks (New Aiyansh, B.C.). 1 am Laxsgiik 

(eagle clan) from the house of Minee'eskw. The Chief of my house is Simoogit 

(Hereditary Chief) Minee'eskw Rod Robinson Sr.. 1 have three younger brothers, they 

are Preston, Foster and Che. 1 recognize that the meaning of this introduction will be lost 

on many, but, 1 am cornpelled to include this intmduction as it is important to me. That 

said, 1 will continue in this chapter to describe issues that have impacted my educational 

experience. 

A Predetermined Relationship with Education 

My journey, or relationship, with education started long before 1 was boni. 1 am a 

third-generation survivor of the residentid schools. Although 1 did not personally attend 

the tesidential schools, the residential school system has directly impacted my life as 

numerous members of my Nus Valley community were forced to attend the residential 

schools. My grandparents went to residential schools, as did both of my parents, and this 

overall experience directly impacts rny life. My family means the world to me, and 1 

4 1 am compelled to highlight a discussion 1 had with a 'potential' research candidate. In leaming my 
Nisga'a name she responded with a comment that 'she found it interesting that our people would refer to 
ourselves as a dark commu~iy'. In thinking back to this comment, 1 believe it is important to recognize 
that meanings can be misinterpreted in the translation. Further, my Jiits' that selected this name for me, 
was an extremely complex woman and a powerful matriarch. 1 was honored to have lived with her during 
the last two summen of her hfe, when 1 mveled home during my graduate studies to work in my 
community. 1 sat and talked long h o m  with my gnndmother, she taught me a lot, 1 was continudly 
awestruck by her wisdom. She explained to me that ber selection of my Nisga'a name cornes from a 
multitude of meanings, in the 'kmwledge' 1 carry with me, in both worlds that 1 walk in, in the First 
Nations community and in the white community. She also felt my m e  describecl the Iight. or humour. 
that 1 bring home in our shared laughter. So in many regards, she explained the multi-layered and multi- 
directional meaning she ptaciced in selecting my Nisga'a niune. Often these meanings do not clearly 
translate ont0 paper and in between languages. 
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maintain the umost respect for al1 of their life-long joumeys. I have grown to l em how 

the residential school experience is directly related to their survival after king forcefully 

removed to residential schools that were long distances from families, community and 

culture, for the majority of their childhoods. The residential school experience has 

directly impacted how three generations of my family have corne to leam 'family'. The 

fact that 1 have a 'fami1y' and the fact that 1 am here today writing this paper, speaks 

volumes for the profound strength and resiliency of my parents, my family and of the 

overall power of First Nations culture. 

1 have been privileged to be able to work within my community organizing a 

conference that created a space where Nisga'a community members had the chance to 

reflect upon their residential school experience as a way of heaIing and moving forward. 

This experience taught me that not al1 people view their experience at the residential 

schools as a bad experience. 1 respect that viewpoint. However, as an overall comment, 1 

believe that the trauma that the entire residential school experience brought to Native 

communities is currently apparent in every dire social consequence that continues to 

pervade many redms of Native comrnunities. Residential schools were one of numerous 

tactics that were used in efforts to undermine, or to attempt to eliminate, Aboriginal 

culture. Candice recognizes this country's history of denying First Nations access to 

adequate education, and also, the imporiance placed in contemporary educational 

advancements. Candice States, 

1 personally believe that because our people have been denied, and given such subsewient 
education in our recent p a ,  now that we have the [vision to] capacity build mi educate ourselves, 
if we have membas within Our community that are willing to make that coinmitment; they should 
pursw the highest levels of education possible. (..} We have a tight to educate ourselves. 1 have 
so many opportunities that 1 should grasp, k a u s e  rny mother definitely did not have any of these 
opportunities. 1 look at my fiunily, anci 1 want a mle mode1 for my daughkr. 

Interview with Cnndice: Jan10 1 
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Canada's long history and diverse strategies of colonialization continue to impact 

how 1 navigate my way through every aspect of life around me, which includes my 

academic joumey. 1 continue to 'undo' the imprint that the residential school era has 

directly brought to my life. Living the life of a colonized people, while 1 am surrounded 

by institutions that are still grounded in oppressive mentalities, is for me at times, 

extremely difficult, utterly exhausting and consumes most of my energy. 

The 'colonizing am' that has been used by past govemments and institutions 

continues to 'reach in' and impact the daily lives of many Native peoples and their 

communities. This point is highlighted by Maori scholar, Linda Smith (1999), 

The mach of impcrialism inro 'ow heads' challenges those who belong to colonizeâ communities 
to understand how this occurred, pmially because we pcrceive a need to decolonize Our minds, to 
ncover ourselves. to daim a space in which to develop a sense of ruthentic humrnity (23). 

The silent and individual struggles (that are the direct results of Canada's 

historical oppression) that many of our Aboriginal community members continue to work 

through, are of paramount consideration. Throughout my schooling, 1 have continuously 

mid about the social statistics that claim to describe Native communities in terms of 

'high alcoholism rates, shorter life expectancies, highest suicide rates nationally'. 

However, it took me years to link these impersonal, one-dimensional statistics from the 

flat pages they are written on, to my daily stmggle of overcoming, and living through, 

what these social realities mean to my life, and to the First Nations people and 

communities around me. Smith (1999) states that "research has not been neutral in its 

objectification of the Other. Objectification is a process of dehumanization" (39). The 

'statistics' are people that 1 know and these facts continue to directly, and indirectly, 

impact my life. 
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The overall de-colonialization attempts of First Nations peuples have directiy 

msulted in my personal healing joumey. My cornmitment to my heaiing joumey is in 

itself a full-time job but at the same time 1 have commiîments to many other important 

issues that 1 continue to work through simultaneously. There are times when I try to 

imagina how life would be for al1 Native community mernbers without having to deal 

with a history of assimilation and colonialization, as well as the current facets of 

oppression - how much easier life would be. But at the same time, 1 recognize that even 

with the pasî/current pervasive forms of institutionaiized oppression, how amazing it is  

that our people continue to make great strides in the collective vision of ensuring that 

Canada's colonial history does not repeat itself. and that future Aboriginal generations 

will have stronger life chances. Lil'wat scholar and educator, Lorna Williams, States, 

Education is the mast powerful institution in any society, and teachers are its most powerful 
agents. As Aboriginal people we know this very intimately. Educaiion h a  been a force for 
destruclion. It is elso e powerfd force for consuioction. and it can produce citizens who are 
capable of dcicrmining iheir own future. (Williams 2000:145) 

1 recognize that personal issues are not typically discussed in academic discourse, 

but 1 question whom that silence benefits? 1 grappled with including this information, 

because of my concerns about how this information can be misinterpreted. My first 

concern was for my farnily and community. 1 in no way want to represent my 

familylcommunity in a negative light. 1 am proud to be apart of my famil ylcommunity. 

My secondconcern (and one shared in general conversations with Native students) is that 

by highlighting our daily realities we do not seek 'pity', nor to ùe viewed as 'victirns', 

nor are we attempting to make up 'excuses' for course deadline extensiondrequirements. 
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Al1 of these interpretations would be fundamentally incorrect. Further, the inclusion of 

this information does not invalidate my research as too 's~bjective'~. 

1 have selected to share this information from the outset because 1 believe it sets 

the context of my personal joumey and the challenges that 1 continue to face as a Native 

person, a Native woman, and as a Native 'acadernic'. It is imperative to acknowledge 

that my joumey is exactly that, one joumey. 1 support the fact that First Nations people 

are from diverse communities with richly diverse viewpoints. 1 will now briefly highlight 

rny persond joumey through education and some of the stmggles 1 have faced. 

Mv Educational Journey 

As a child 1 attended kindergarten to grade twelve schooling in off-teserve 

provincial public schools in Terrace, B.C. 1 rarely spoke out in class; and did not really 

grow into my 'voice' until much later in my life when 1 was in my mid twenties. 

h k i n g  back, there is a vivid memory of my grade one class that depicts a significant 

issue that 1 continue to grapple with, particularly within academia. 1 wrote about this 

issue for the first time, over twenty years after it oçcurred, as a part of my final theory 

paper in my first year of graduate school. 

The c l s  was reciting aloud, as a group, a nursery rhyme - after which the tericher asked ii 
question about the nursery rhyrne. The clas  did not know the answet, 1 knew the answer - but did 
not answer aloud. As r clriss, we went back to repert the rhyme, at the end the teachçr poscd the 
question again; to no avail. On the third try, 1 stiited the awwer aloud. just as the cl;iss begiui the 
rhyrne again - the teacher heard the answer and asked 'who said that?' 1 did not let her know it 
was m. so we starteci the rhyme again. 1 said the answer agrin. She stopped the rhyme and asked 
again - after a few minutes she redized it was me who said the correct answer. Upon this 
realization the teachet's response in amazement was '1 am surprised .... 1 just didn't think thatyou 
would have the answer" (Guno 1997: 4-5). 

The issues of 'objectivity' and 'subjectivity' will be further nddressed in my chapter on methodology. 
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This early experience features how my teacher's assumptions and expectations of me 

shaped her view of my ability in her classroom. Further, at such an early age, 1 was made 

aware of my 'defined' role in the classroom. Issues of marginality, self-esteem and using 

one's voice are integral factors compounded into this example. Two decades later, 1 can 

now see that this early experience sent a clear message to me about my Me-long 

academic joumey. 

Not until my teenage years did 1 corne to realize that 1 was 'different' than the 

majority of my schoolmates. In retrospect, 1 now realize that 1 was usually the only 

Native person in the majority of my classes. Throughout my childhood, 1 formed 

friendships with non-Native children. However, many of the other kids teased and 

ridiculed me for king Native and as a result 1 got into a few physical fights with boys, 

but I did not 'face time in the principals office' for such incidents, and unlike many other 

Native children, 1 managed to get through school with an unscathed 'permanent' record. 

As a child, 1 faced a number of years of name-calling such as 'dumb, stupid, and ugly'. 

These taunts have continued to resonate within me as 1 write this thesis. Producing this 

thesis is when 1 have become most aware of the damaging impact that this racism has had 

on my self-esteem and has been a difficult obstacle that 1 faced throughout al1 of my 

academic endeavours, particulariy in regard to completing this thesis. 

1 was not by any means a 'gifted' student. 1 had 'average' grades throughout my 

entire early schooling years. Further, 1 struggled through my first two years of college 

and once facd academic probation. It took me three consecutive applications to get 

accepted into SFU to complete my undergraduate degree. On my third application, 1 had 

resolved that if 1 faced another rejection letter, 1 would have to drop out of post- 
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secondary education, as my college did not offer a four-year degree program. Getting 

accepted into SFU to complete my undergraduate degree was a major accomplishment 

for me and 1 vividly remember the day. 1 highlight these points to clarify the fact that my 

educational joumey has been continuously one of 'almost slipping through the cracks'. 

1 recognize that man y studen ts face stniggles throughout their academic 

endeavors. However, unlike other students, Native pples face a history of widespread 

and institutionalized oppression that is directly linked to the cumnt challenges for Native 

learners. There have been numerous times in my life when &ers have silenced my 

voice. 1 have to pick my battles of when and where it is safe to use my voice. Sometimes 

1 choose to be silent because either 1 am too tired to try and 'educate' others, or because 1 

know that my voice will fall upon ignorant ears that cmnot hear me; and sometimes, rny 

silence is simply a fom of resistance6. Silence used as a form of resistance surfaced in 

the interviews 1 conducted. Joan States, 

ii is funny, because when 1 h d  confidence - before 1 went to university - 1 hrd n renlly good 
confidence - and al1 through my life people were trying to take it rway (..) 1 stood up for myself 
- when 1 was going through elcmentary and high school and I got shot down so badly. And when 
you are that Young, - you know they arc wrong - but you just don't know what io sity. Well, here 1 
was [facing similar issues in pst-secondary and], 1 knew whrt to say -- but I didn't want IO do it 
anymore. 

Interview with Jorn: JrnlOO 

1 am reminded of a specific example of how the issue of silencing surfaced for me 

in my graduate studies. 1 tried to initiate a class discussion by highlighting Abonginal 

women's critiques of elitist feminist practices. This comment resulted in a silent, but 

clearly evident tension for me in this classroom setting. 1 felt completely disengaged 

from this class. 1 uled to rectify the situation by approaching the professor after class - to 

no ava l  Further, almost every student in this classroom individually approached me to 

6 The issue of resistamx is in tep l  to al1 aspects of First Nations discourse and will continually resurface 
throughout the paper; and 1 will offer a deeper analysis of resistance in my chapter on social theory. 
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express their regrets about the struggle they could see me encountering in this class. But 

like me, they could not break this silence and bring the issue to discussion. In addition, 

the professor continudly called me by the wrong name. It was only after 1 jokingly 

called this professor by an inconect name, (from the opposite gender!) that my name was 

remembered for the last few weeks of the semester. The dynamics of this situation were 

further compounded by the fact that them was a student in this class who continually took 

an authoritative position, to victimize, and speak for Canadian Native peoples. Further, 

this student was trying to appropriate my ideas and research. These combined factors 

resulted in my remaining extremely 'guarded' in this class. At the time, 1 had a dream 

that 1 was sitting in this classroom, literollv unable to speak.' 

Whether it be an experience in my first year of elementary school, or my first year 

in graduate school, the sarne powerful message was transferred to me, a message that 

silences and devalues my opinion. However, it is imperative to note every time 1 

overcome this silencing - my voice grows sironger as a result. This thesis can be viewed 

as an example of overcoming this fonn of silencing. I hesitated over the inclusion of the 

last example, but 1 truly believe that this critical experience profoundly impacted my 

ability to find my voice, trust my opinion, and write this thesis. 

There have been numerous days 1 have considered leaving the masters program as 

a measure of self-presetvation and resistance. There are many reasons 1 have wanted to 

quit, that include: the stress of living in financial poverty, the guilt of not fulfilling my 

7 1 believe these dynamics contributed to the fact that l received the lowest gnde of my graduate studies in 
this class. According to my cdculations 1 was O.W% below the gnde 1 received. Another student in this 
class indicated that her overall grade was 2% Iowa than my final ovenll grade. This student was 'bumped 
up* to the higher grade, 1 was not. Grade point average (GPA) scores are very important particularly in 
regard to admission to gnduate studies programs. This is an important factor to consider in the event 1 
pursue doctonl studies. 1 did not seek to offïcially contest my fiml grade; at the time 1 felt dis-empowered 
by the avenll experience. 
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community role, 1 have missed many feasts because 1 couldn't travel home due to lack of 

travel funds and the demands of academic coursework. The university bureaucratic 

process has drained my energy in problems encountered in getting my research 

completed, and also in rny pmlonged support of First Nations students and the 

social/plitical stmggles encountered on campus. Historically, education h a  been 

equated to the complete assimilation of a Native person and 1 struggle to not let this 

degree pull me away frorn my identity. And finally, overcoming my 'internalized 

colonialization'. All of these combined factors have worn me down, but at the sarne 

time, 1 continually struggle with how to not "participate in my own oppression" 

(Hampton 199535). This thesis is one of the most pronounced, most permanent, and 

most public fonns of using my voice. To funher compound this, 1 am not only using my 

voice, but have been given the trust of four Native women who 1 highly respect. It is of 

the utmost importance to me that 1 honor this trust by producing a thesis that closely 

reflects the important experiences shared by these four women. 

This chapter has highlighted the complex factors that have shaped my educationai 

experience. The next chapter will highlight how historical factors continue to impact 

conternporary Native educational issues. A fuller understanding of Canada's history 

since the time of non-Aboriginal encroachment on Indian land sets the context for all 

cumnt social issues faced by Native Canadians particularly in regard to conternporary 

First Nations educationai issues. 
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Since the time of eiuly "c~ntact~*~ smng Westem viewpoints existed on First 

Nations communities and have greatly impacted how Aboriginal peoples have ken 

viewed, and treated, by non-Aboriginal govemments and peoples. Assimilation is an 

integral factor to al1 Canadian govemment 'Indian policy'; which includes Native 

educational policy. Historically, education was used as a tool to enforce deeply 

entrenched Westem assimilationist ideologies; further, this history continues to 

profoundly impact the relationship between Native communities and educational 

institutions. The deconstruction of oppression is difficult as the task involves a critical 

examination of numerous inextricably connected factors. The pervasive nature of 

oppression further perpetuates the elusive nature of racism; in order to understand the 

complex social issues currently faced by First Nations peoples, one must understand how 

longstanding, how dl-encompassing, and how deeply embedded oppressive ideologies 

are. 

It is not my aim to exhaustively document the inextricable links between 

numerous historical factors involved in AboriginaVEuropean relations9. Moreover, I 

realize that it is important to recognize that knowledge is relevant to the context of the 

time it is produced. That said, the aim of this chapter is to critically analyze how the 

1 utilize this popular tenn "cont;ictl' to depict the time of European arriva1 in the Americas. It is 
imprative to recognize thrt Aboriginal peoples were in "contact" with surrounding Indigenws 
communities long before the fmt Europeûn expkwers arrived in the Americas. Aboriginal communities 
were actively involved in "coniacting" surrounding communities since time immemorial for viuious 
complex social, economic, trade. and political activities. Smith (1999) addresses the imbedded 
connotations involved in the Westem construction of 'prehistoric' and 'historie' tirne frames (55). 
9 For further Indigenous discourse in this ma, Maori academic Lindn Tuhiwai Smith (1999) offers an in- 
depth critical analysis of relevant factors such as: Imperialismleconomic expansion, religious ancilor "monl 
authonty", Eurocentic or Westem world-views, scientific "reason or validity" andlor pamarchnl 
ideologies; these are al1 important undertying factors of the history of Westem colonialist and oppressive 
systems ( 19-4 1). 
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current challenges encountered by First Nations educators, academics and community 

members aiike should not be viewed as deficiencies within First Nations communities, 

but rather, should be viewed as the residual effects of hundreds of years of profoundly 

misguided administration, and hegemonic ideologies that have been continually and 

vigomusly enforced upon Native peoples by non-Native govemments and populations. 

This premise is posrulated in Dyck's (1991) work where he argues that we must 

recognize that %e current social, political and economic difficuhies confronting Indian 

communities emanate from a longstanding and complex pattern of beliefs, relationships 

and institutional activities that have been given far less attention than they deserve"(2). 

In an attempt to break down and identify the d e p l y  imbedded nature of 

widespread oppressive ideologies this chapter begins by recognizing the foundational 

ptemises that have guided indian policy. This recognition involves the early, and grossl y 

inaccurate, views of Native peoples that were maintainad by non-Abriginai peoples 

(Brody 1981; Dyck 1991; Smith 1999). The underlying tone, and the debates about 

Aboriginal culture and identity as to whether Native peoples were in fact human beings 

deserving human rights, speaks volmes about the mots of EuropeaniWestem attitudes 

maintained in regard to Abonginal lifestyle. Smith (1999) States, 

One of the supposed characteristics of primitive pboples w u  that we could not use our minds or 
intellects. We couid not invent things, we could not creatc institutions or history, we could not 
imagine, we could not produce anything of value. we did not know how to use Lnd aiid other 
tesources h m  the natural worid, we did not prxtice the 'a' of civilization. By Iûcking such 
virtucs we disqulified ourselves, m t  just from civilization but h m  humanity itself. In other 
words we wete not 'fuliy humant; somc of us were not even considered partirrlly h u m .  (25) 

A second important recognition is in the fact that Aboriginal policy has first and 

foremost been assimilationist in nature (Brody 1981; Dyck 1991; Smith 1999). Once the 

çolonizers became 'enlightened' to the fact that Aboriginal peoples were in fact hurnan 



beings that werc not 'going away', they then had to figure out how to manage Native 

peoples. What has followed has been years of inept and contradictory policy. Tobias 

(1976) confinns how "protection, civilization, and assimilation have always been the 

goals of Canada Indian policy" (39). The concept of protection stemmed €rom the initial 

viewpoint that First Nations communities had to be protected from exploitation by 

incoming European settlers (Ibid). Integral to this concept was the fact that Aboriginal 

peoples maintained a "special status in the political and social structure of Canada" 

(Ibid). This initial recognition of 'special status' was thwght to &e temporary and later 

would be phased out after al1 Abonginal communities were 'civilized' into Western 

ways, after which Natives would be viewed as completely assimilated thereby leaving no 

need for special rightdstatus, or legislation, for First Nations communities (lbid).lo 

These historically rnisguided EurocenUic ideologies laid the foundation for al1 subsequent 

Indian policies created by non-Native policy makers, particularly in regard to Indian 

education policy. 

What foliowed was the ultimate culmination of al1 of the previous unsuccessful 

assimilation attempts and the onslaught of the residential school era, an em that clewly 

exemplifies how "Indian Education Policy" has been contradictory and largely 

rnismanaged. This analysis will provide an overarching examination of relevant 

historical factors that continue to impact contemporary Native educational experiences. 

While it is important to recognize how strong and widespread Euro-Canadian's 

assi milative ideologies werelare, it is equall y important to recognize the prolonged, and 

ongoing, strength of First Nation's resistance to such oppressive ideologies. This point is 

'O Indeed, the debates on special status and inherent rights continue to thrive at the h m  of a l  Land Claims 
issues. 
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highlighted by Dyck (1991) who writes "dthough the relationship between Indians and 

Euro-Canadians has, in the long mn, b e n  dominated by the superior force and power of 

the latter, native peoples have sought to defend their interests through both direct and, 

more often, indirect and subtle fonns of resistance to Euro-Canadian objectives"(4). 

These historically rnisguided Eurocentric ideologies laid the foundation for ail subsequent 

Indian policies created by non-Native policy makers. 

Most relevant to the links between lndian policy in general and its manifestation 

in Canadian Aboriginal education policy, is the notion of tutelage. Dyck likens the 

widespread treatment of Native peoples to one where Western govemment/peoples 

continually perpetuated a self-appointed mie of 'coercive tutelage' over Native peoples 

(24). "Reduced to its essentials, tutelage comprises a fonn of restraint or care exercised 

by one party over another as well as the condition of king subjected to such protection or 

guardianship. It also refers to a situation where disciplined instruction is provided to a 

pupil by a tutor" (Ibid). Unlike al1 other fonns of 'tutelage-based' relationships, that 

eventuaily end, Native Canadians continue to face widespread ideologies that regard First 

Nations communities as incapable of goveming themselves and their cornmunities (ibid). 

Despite al1 of their policy efforts, non-Native policy-makers slowly reaiized that 

the overall assimilation attempts were, by and large, unsuccessful. As a result, 

govemment shifted its concentration to policy efforts that focused on the children of 

Native communities by using education as the inshument to fulfill assimilationist ideals. 

As a result the residential school era officidly began. in order to address the complex 

issues involved in the residential schwl era, this section will examine three key 

inextricably linked issues. Section (1) involves the foundationd mandate of cultural 
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oppression inherent in residential school policy and its deliberate attempt to fragment 

First Nations communities. This fragmentation will be briefly discussed in section (2). 

Section (3) discusses the overall poor administration and funding and lack of academic 

priority that were intrinsic to residential schools. Evident throughout ai1 sections are the 

multi-layered fonns of abuse faced by many First Nations students. "In the rnemory of 

many residentiai school students, the worst aspect of the care they received was the 

absence of emotional support and nurturing by staff' (Miller 19%:290). 

1 recognize that the aforementioned sections are just some of the important issues 

that are of paramount consideration when we seek to examine the significance of the 

residentiai school era. I wholeheartedly recognize that critical analysis of the residential 

school era is not easily compartmentalized into 'neat and tidy' sections of one chapter of 

a thesis. Funher, 1 recognize and support the idea stated in the Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal 

Council's (19%) community-based research that, "[tjhere is an ever growing body of 

residential SC hocd li terature. Social scientists continue to produce formal studies. These 

studies tend to be highly theoretical and impersonal. Sornewhere in the process of their 

writing, the individuai that attended residential school is lost" (Nuu-chah-nulth Tribal 

Council 1996:l). Further, it is slowly becorning more transparent to the public eye that 

the residential school can be attributed the poor health and high death rates of First 

Nations (Fournier & Cny 1997:49; Kelm 1998:64)". The pmfound impact of the 

complexities of the residential school era is one bat  1 continue to live through and 

involves numerous issues that go far beyond the critical analysis offered in this chapter. 

" And in keeping with honoring my own spirit and expeiences 1 encounlered in producing this thesis, this 
chapter has been one of the most difticult chapters to write. 1 fmluently had to 'stop', face this sorrowful 
past, and then resume interacting with discourse that depicts the painful history of my people. 
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ùi Canada, Western education has been forcefully imposai upon First Nations 

communities for over 300 years. As noted by historian James Miller: "the first known 

barding-school arrangement for Indian youths in Canada began in 1620 under the 

auspices of the Récollets" (Miller 1996:39). In most of Canada, the final phasing out of 

the residential schools took place between 1965 and 1970 (Miller 1995: 400-405)". 

Early forms of compulsory schmls such as Indian &y schmls and boarding schooIs, 

varied in their &gree of removal of Native children from cultural influences; and were 

viewed as unsuccessful in accomplishing their main objective, to completely eliminate 

Native ickntity. b a similar fashion to the ineffectiveness and contradictions that 

emerged from previous policies involving Indian Administration, the Canadian 

government continued to encounter similar problems with Indian educational policy. 

Simply stated, First Nations people would not allow their culture to be erased. As in al1 

previous government Indian policy, the residential schùols were yet another effort to 

nuilify Aboriginal culture (Bman et al [eds):1992&1994; Dyck: 1991&1997; Fournier 

& Crey: 1997; Fumiss: 1995; Haig-Brown: 1988; Saine: 1993; Miller: 1996; RCAP: 1996). 

Historically, Euro-Canadians viewed the 'successful' educational attainment of a 

First Nations person, as the successful assimilation of such an individual. "An Indian 

who went to university and eamed a professionai degree as minister, lawyer, teacher, or 

doctor could be given a location ticket') and enfranchised immediately without going 

'* This was not the case for al1 Fmt Nations communities as is highlighted in Dyck's (1997) research 
conducteci on behalf of the First Nations peoples frorn Prince Aibcrt. Saskatchewan (see Dyck 1997:ll). 
l3  The location ticket was "an essential feature of the civilization process a d  a necessity for 
enhnchisemcnt. lt was a means by which the Indian could demonstrate bat he had adaplcd the Europan 
concept of private property" (Tobim 197k44). Furdier, the Native community member h d  io successfully 
pass a number of tests, and P 'three-yw pmbûtionuy period' 10 prove rtie land would ùe used 
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through the probationary period" (Tobias 1976:44). This past continues to impact 

contemporary First Nations acaùemics. Mohawk scholar, Patricia Monture-Angus (1995) 

writes, "[re-claiming] Our place in fonnal educational institutions is going to be a very 

difficult task and it is going to tequire a lot of patience. We must remember that schools 

in Canada were once part of the government's plan to assimilate us"(79). Of the many 

coercive strategies used in attempts to dismantle First Nations culture, the resideniial 

schools were significant in fragrnenting First Nations families and communities. 

J2) The Residential School Em: Franmented Communities 

Recruitment for the schools is often depicted as a traumatic experience, not only 

for the children who were literally rounded up throughout First Nations to be transported 

to the pre-detennined school destinations, but also for the parents and families who were 

left behind (Haig-Brown 1988; Jaine 1993; Miller 1996). Often, when Native children 

anxiously retumed home from the residential schwl, the situation they retumed to was 

disjointed. Traditional language was at times lost, alcoholism prevailed for many parents 

ancüor families left behind, and as well the family structure had frequently broken down 

(Haig-Brown 1988; Jaine 1993; Miller 1996). 

The trauma that students faced was further claritied to me when I perfomed an 

opened-ended group interview in 1994 for an undergraduate class with three of my 

farnily mernbers who were al1 attendees of Edmonton lndian Residential School (EIRS). 

They told me that some students cried al1 the way to EIRS, which was a long three-day 

train ride from the Nass Valley area to Edmonton. (Guno 1994). Many children were not 

appropriately and to prove the individual was 'fully qualified for rnembership in Canadian society" (Tobias 
1976:JJ). 



able to travel home for Christmas breaks or holidays, as their families could not afford to 

pay for the transportation, and consequently they spent a majority of the year at EIRS 

(Guno 1994). A very important issue amse from this group interview that specifically 

features how fragmentation occurred. My mother was explaining al1 the work and time 

she put into 'care packages' containing baked goods and money, to send to her older 

brother at the residential school. At this point of the interview, my Uncle Terry looked at 

rny Mum and told her that he did not receive any of the care packages. It was only 

because of this interview that this issue arose. After twenty years, my uncle learned 

about the care packages his sister, and farnily sent him (Guno 1994:7). The tenn 'care 

package' symbolizes so much; further, considering the deplorable food conditions my 

uncle faced, the food items would have been a well-received treat. 

The residential schools fragmented families. An issue that was expressed to me in 

later years, and in general discussions with younger family members who managed to 

avoid king sent away to residential schools. 1 had a chance to hear about how 

devastated the remaining farnily members were after older siblings were taken away to 

residential schools. Particularly, 1 had been told how heartbroken my late grandmother 

was at seeing her eldest children taken so far away from her for such prolonged periods 

of time. 

J3) The Residential School Era: Poorlv M a n a d  & Under-funded Education 

As 1 have highlighted, the goals of assimilation of Aborignal culture were clearty 

adhered to by Euro-Canadians involved in the operation of the residential schools and 

were firmly enshrined in the policy mandates for the residential schools. An area that 
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was much less clear was in the overall management and funding of Indian Education. 

The federal govemment maintained control of the schools by 'subcontracting' the 

administration of residential schools out to various churches @yck 1997:14; Fumiss 

1995:26). This was viewed as mutuaily beneficial for both parties: not only would the 

federal govemment deny its fiduciary obligation, but also the churches would gain open 

access to Native populations @yck1995:14; Fumiss 199527). Yet anoiher key issue to 

recognize in the administration of the residential schools is the fact that neither the 

government, nor the churches had the skills or expertise needed to effectively run the 

schools. As well, residential schools were 'chronically under-funded' (Dyck 1997:14; 

Haig-Brown 1988). 

While there was inconsistency in who was accountable for the operation of 

schools, there was clarity in the fact that ail parties denied the financial responsibility 

attached to operating the schools. "Inadequate funding for staff indicates the low prionty 

of Native education in the govemment's budget" (Haig-Brown 1988:69); further "Oblate 

principals would cal1 'child labour' necessary to support the institutions*' (Gresko 

1992:94). Students were over-worked and underfed. Malnutrition prevailed at 

residential schools: "the second most frequent and bitter recollection of former student 

concems food, the lack of it, and its infenor quality" (Miller 1996:290). 

In my own research 1 was told that a student not was instigated at ERS, and one 

of the reasons included complaints about having to eat poor and often spoiled 

f ~ o d ' ~ ( ~ u n o  1994). It is widely documented that it was often the children themselves 

- - 

II Another re;ison for the EIRS student riot was to protest the dismissal of a compassionate kacha (Guno 
1994). 



who were primarily tesponsible for the laborious maintenance of ninning the schools 

(Haig Brown: 1988; Fournier & Crey 1997; Gresko 1992; Jaine 1993; Miller 19%). 

Acadernic excellence was not a priority of Indian education policy. Related 

literature continually underlines the importance that was placed on chores as well as 

gender specific roles in terms of home management @yck:1991/1997; Furniss:1995; 

Haig-Brown: 1998; Miller: 1996). The main focus of residential schools was assimilation 

and not academic excellence, 

conversion of the children was more important than book leaming. And for both government and 
church, a major r e w n  for their inconstant dedication to the pursuit of leaming was their 
commitmnt to the ûssimilative program that had always underlain their understanding of the 
purpose of residential schooling (Miller 1996:419). 

First Nations resistance is a key factor to acknowledge in the analysis of the 

residential school era. Haig-Brown's (1998) study involved thirteen former residential 

schwl students from the central interior of British Columbia. Haig-Brown (1988) States, 

The most outstanding feature which is revealed by this study is the extent and complexity of rhe 
resistance movement which the students and their families developed against the invasive presence 
of the residential school. The struggles for power and control within the school m y  be secn as a 
microcosm of the ongoing struggle of Native people wiih the Euro-Canadian presence in this 
country (25-26) 

Native parents and students used both passive and active foms of tesistance. Resistance 

ranged frorn parents physically resisting the removal of their childiren from communities, 

children ninning away from schools, non-cwperation and non-cornpliance in schmls, 

cultural persistence secretly maintained in schools (in language use and cultural 

practices), as well as openly defiant behaviour and rule breaking in schools in attempts to 

'be sent home' (Barman et al:1992; Haig-Browm1998; Jaine:l993; Miller:1996). As in 

al1 previous failed assimilation attempts, Aboriginal peoples have selectively chosen to 

accept 'useful' elernents of Western 'ways of Iife', but not at the cost of traditional Native 

values (Dyck 1991:27). Dyck notes, 
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Notwithstanding the unceasing appropriation of k i r  lands and resources, Indians have mimagecl 
to maintûin their communities, albeit al e n m u s  cos1 Io generations of Indians who have had to 
endure relentiess govemment pressure io assimilate them. The fact that govemment departments 
are still daling with the Indian 'problem' today, in spite of the extraordinary policies and actions 
that have been countenanced in the p t  in order to 'salve' it for al1 times. stands not only as a 
condemnation of past gomment  programs, and policies, but also at evidence of the amûzing 
detennination of Indian communities to retain their integrity as Indian communities. (Dyck 
1991:4) 

Post Residentid School Era: A bief overview 

As stated previously, in most of Canada, the phasing out of residential schools 

occurred a mere thirty years ago. In concluding this chapter 1 will offer a brief overview 

of related matters that continue to shape contemporary Native education issues. 

In 1969 the Liberal government submitted the White Paper to parliament. 

Though the government consulted with First Nations communities on recommendations 

about how to revise the Indian Act, in the end, the White Paper did not incorporate any 

First Nations' viewpoints (Dyck 1991:108). Rather, the White Paper called for the 

"outright abolition of federal tndian administration within five years" (Ibid). As in al1 

previous Indian Administration, the govemment still fundamentally adhered to the 

ideology that First Nations peoples would simply 'go away' and that Native peoples 

would concede to the elimination of the overail recognition of First Nations' special 

status in exchange for a pan-Canadian identity (bid). The White Paper clearly depicted 

how far apart white governments were from Native governrnents in their approach to 

rectifying Aboriginal social issues as First Nations p u p s  critically opposed the goals of 

the paper. 

In 1970, the Indian Association of Alberta countered by presenting the Prime 

Minister with the Red Paper (Dyck 1991:109). The overall response h m  First Nations 

comrnunities, for the first time, marked how united and strong First Nations communities 
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wefe nationally in their political orientation and prowess in using the mdia as a tool to 

highlight First Nations issues in this country (Dyck 1991: 109-1 13). The political activity 

and organization of First Nations leaden and govemments during the 1960's and 1970's 

marked the birth of a stronger political presence of First Nations comrnunities among 

Canadian Govemments. Stemming from this political arena wu the 1972 National 

Indian Brotherhood's document entitled "Indian Control of Indian Education" (Barman et 

al 19942). The document reaffirmed existing educational mandates in Cana& that 

recognized (1) parental responsibility and (2) local control of education (Ibid). The 

document highlighted the fact that Aboriginal communities had no say in the direction of 

Native learners, and that Fint Nations input is a critical factor in al1 aspects of Native 

educational policy (Ibid). 

The National Indian Brotherhood's position paper, accepted in principle by the f d e d  
govemment, was the first expression of a theme that has since dominated discussions of lndian 
education and ushcred in a new era. Its IWO basic principles continue to shape educationd 
initiatives at al1 levels. as Indian people become increasingly active participmb in the education of 
their children. ( B m n  et al, 19942) 

Since the resurgence of First Nations political activity in the '60's and '70's there have 

been numerous govemment documents and researchers who have produced reports about 

First Nations social issues: 

Since 1972, much has happened. Numerous bands have iaken over the operation of schools on 
reserves. lndian cultural suwival schwls have been established in sevenl provinces. Curriculum 
products have been dtveloped in almost every locality. Indian tacher education programmes and 
other pst-secondary programma have producd many graduaus. These initiatives reflect a 
continuing process chiuactcrizcd by intensive political activity on the part of lndian people, their 
leaders and their supporters, aimed at wresting conml from federd and provincial ngencies. 
Dcspite the gains d successes, Indian control is far h m  king realized. (Barman et al. 1994:2). 

Many of these reports are produced in collaboration with Aboriginal cornrnunity 

members which is now a major premise guiding al1 current research; however, the sarne 

messages are king delivered. This message continues to seek to address and 
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acknowledge our collective history of oppression and to ensure First Nations' peoples' 

voices are heard in regard to al1 policies and govemance directly related to First Nations 

communities. Since the 1970's significant gains have been made in Native edu~ation'~. 

Education environments are slowly improving for First Nations leamers; but this work is 

far from completed. Mohawk educator, Marlene Brant Castellano, writes, 

Over the past twenty-five yeius there have been many positive developments in ihe administration. 
content and methods of Aboriginal education. It is now common for First Nations and Inuit 
communities to manage their local schools. Aboriginal school boards have been established under 
land claims settlements andlor self-government agreements. Specially designed tacher educaiion 
programs have increased the numbers of Aboriginal teachers in schoals. Mdtis and Aboriginal 
people living off reserve. who constitute a major portion of the population in some northem 
regions, have iusumed an influential place in regional school boards. Curriculum in Aboriginal 
schools and some provincial districts has been revised to reflect Aboriginal cultures more 
accurately. Nevertheless, the premise of an education that deiivers the skills to sirrvive in a ps t -  
industry global economy while affirming the ethical and spiritual foundations of Aboriginal 
cultures is fiu from king fulfilled. (Castellano et al (eds) 2O:xiii-xiv). 

One of the most recent reports on Aboriginal peoples is the 1996 Royal Commission on 

Aboriginal Peoples. This report States, "[in] 1991, even though Aboriginal youth were 

staying in school longer, the majority were still leaving before completing high school. 

The gap between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people in terms of high school 

completion had narrowed only slightly" (RCAP 1996, Vol. 3:438). 

This chapter has highlighted the historical roots of vastly erroneous viewpoints 

maintained in regard to First Nations peoples. The assimilation tactics used by Euro- 

Canadian settlers is deeply imbedded in al1 forms of Indian administration. Aboriginal 

people have continually resisted policy and administration that has sought to eliminate, 

and habituaily disregard, the importance of First Nations culture and identity. The 

culmination of previously failed assimilation attempts is clearly depicted in the 

15 For further information on Educationd policy initiatives please see Abel, Dittbumer & Graham. (2000) 
Towardr a Shared Understanding in the Policy Discussion about Aboriginal Educution. In Aborieiml 
Education: Fulfillin~ the Promise. (pp 3-24). 
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residential SC ho01 era. Aboriginal peoples are extremel y mindful of this past. Cunentl y, 

education is viewed as an important tool for future First Nations generations. Regaining 

control of the education envimnments that Aboriginal learners participate in is one way 

First Nations communities seek to ensure that their students engage in culturally 

meaningful education and ensures that the historicdly assimilaiive aim of education 

never repeats itself. 
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From the outset, I would argue that there is no existing academic theory that fully 

encompasses my work. This is an important fact, as it speaks to the struggles 1 have 

encountered in producing this thesis, and responding to questions such as, 'where does 

my work 'fit in' to academia?' For this thesis, it has been extremely difficult to create a 

balance between important aspects of my cultural philosophy and current academic 

criteria. My belief system stems from a strongly rwted foundation of holistic philosophy 

that involves a fundamentai respect for the interconnectedness of al1 elements of the 

environment; a philosophy that is neither easily defined, nor described, in words - but 

involves more a 'way of being'. The fact that no single current academically recognized 

name exists in reference to Aboriginal "îheory" further problematizes this discussion. 

Dei et ai (2000) state: "[a] study of indigenous knowledges brings a complex array of 

theoretical and methodological issues to the table. There is the problem of defining 

'indigenous knowledges' and establishing workable boundaries for studying them" (Dei 

et al. 20005). 

For a number of Rasons, 1 cringe at using the term 'theory' in relation to 

lndigenous philosophy. First, I question if by engaging in 'theorizing' Native cultures we 

are perpetuating Western practices of validating knowledges? And second, in Aboriginal 

circles, the term 'theory' has nurnerous negative connotations associated with il. Smith 

(1999) States that, "lndigenous peoples have ken, in many ways, oppressed by theory" 

(38). That saici, for the purpose of tIus discussion and in lieu of 'Native Theory', 1 

broadly refer to Indigenous knowledges, Aboriginal epistemology, or First Nations 

philosoph y to encompass Aboriginal ways of being and knowing. 
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1 recognize the problems involved in discussing Aboriginal and Western 

epistemology in opposition to one another. This chapter is guided by the framework 

described by Dei et al (2000) who state that in their multiple readings of indigenous 

knowledges, their work 

... is not intended to create a false dichotomy of 'conventionaVcoloniaUexternal' knowledge ;is 
brid, and 'indigenous/marginalized/~)n-Western' knowledge as good. Our objective is to rupture 
the present relationship between 'valid' knowledge and 'not valid' knowledge and to introduce 
'indigenous knowledges' as legitimate ways of knowing that are both dynamic and continuous. In 
doing so we interrogate aspects of Western science that have had destructive effecis on indigemus 
comrnunities. We are careful not to mat indigenous knowledges as static, or to romanticize the 
past of indigenous peoples. We are aware of how complex indigenous knowledge fwms are, and 
we are proposing a multiplicity of centres through shifts in knowledge production. (Dei et al 
2000:4-5). 

In looking back upon my overall experience in academia, 1 have thoroughly 

enjoyed classrooms where there was open room for critical analysis of Western 

discourse. However, as a general comment, this was not the nom, as there have been 

man y classrooms w here there was no room/acceptance for Aboriginal epi stemology, nor 

was there much room for discussions involving First Nations' critiques of Western 

discourse. As previously highlighted, when 1 finally got enough nerve (in some classes) 

to initiate a critical discussion about selected course readings, pmfessors would take the 

comments negatively, or students would look at me blankly, like I was the one who 

wasn't comprehending the material. Needless to Say, both of these scenarios would result 

a general feeling of disconnection to the class/coursework for the remainder of the 

semester for me. 

As previously stated, a large part of the stniggle 1 have faced in writing this ihesis 

involves how to negotiate my work between these two different worldviews. In the end, I 

do not see my work fitting into 'normal* academic genres, but at the same time, 1 

recognize the cntical implications of marginalizing Native scholarly work as 'different'. 
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1 continue to navigate my way through an institution that places theoretical orientation as 

a paramount consideration. Linking one's work with a theory in essence legitimates swh 

work; it vafidates ones wodc academically. Like other Indigenous scholars. 1 understand 

the importance of theory, and the Iinks to methodology and the academic rigor ascribed 

to within these parameters (Smith 1999:38). However, 1 can also see the limitations of 

enforcing such theoreticai orientation on individuals that have no 'academically 

appmved' theoretical orientation to ascribe to, Maori scholar Linda Smith (1999) states, 

The development of themies by indigenous scholm which altempt to explain Our existence in 
contemporary society (as opposed to the 'traditional' society consuucted under modernism) has 
only just begun. Not al1 these theories daim to be derived h m  some 'pure' sense of what it 
means to be indigenous, nor do they claim to bc theories which have b e n  developed in a vacuum 
separatcd from any association with civil and human rights movements, other notionalist struggles 
or other theoretical approaches. What is claimcd, however, is that new ways o f  theorking by 
indigenous scholars are grounded in a real sense of, and sensitivity towards. what it means to be an 
indigenous person (Smith 1999:38). 

In her interview, Phoebe critically addresses theoretical orientation. In ascnbing to 

parameters that she did not truly believe in, she found it difficult to locace the relevance 

of academic debates. Issues are placed in direct context to her experience of working 

amongst impoverished communities. Phoebe states she faced challenges in: 

d t i n g  h m  a perspective that i s  not something that 1 tnily believe in. Writing material, speaking 
publicly, in a class, not always from the hem. Not trying to appease the masses, or anything, but 
just sometirncs feeling like it is a bit phony. I t  is a bit - phony. Sometimes 1 jus1 felt like saying. 
'oh why don? you just al1 fucking shut up'. We al1 sound like a bit of fi& shows here, lih 
what ;ire we talking about? T h t  whole. the land above die land o f  the living. Which is "theory". 
At times you know, I jus1 coutdn't relate especially with working with al1 the poor people that 1 
work wiih. I don? know, it is just at times, it was like 1 am k l i n g  with my own family. and just 
not wanting to have anything to do with the university. { . . . ) Well that is a dislike and a like, 
because you put yourself in there, and you challenge yourself, like, mybe 1 am not supposed to be 
here. but I am here. (.. . ) And you plug and you plug and you plug. And ihen you have those 
moments of clûrity, 1 have just as much as a nght to be hem, as you do. 

Interview with Phoebe: Seplûû 

1 look forward to the day ihat Indigenous 'theories' unfold more fully as well as 

the profound positive impact that that will have on First Nations scholars. In the 

meantirne, the %est fining' theory for my research is critical feminist anthropology. As 
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such, this chapter will begin by highlighting important commonalities between First 

Nations scholarly discoune and feminist pe~spectives'~. 1 will then highlight the 

important theoretical issues involved with language and voice. in concluding, 1 will 

highlight the important multi-layered meanings of resistance found within al1 First 

Nations scholarl y discourse. 

Linkinn AboriPinal Discourse and Feminist Perswctives 

Historicaily, feminist studies (or Women's studies) was negated as a valid source 

of knowledge. Al1 too often, stereotypes have negatively labeled feminists and the 

discipline itself as "tto emotional and subjective" and therefore invaiid academicaily. It 

has taken several decades to come to the point where Women's Studies programs are now 

accessible on many university and college campuses. It is from these parallels that First 

Nations scholarl y discourse emerges. 

Literary critic, Julia Emberley, raises an excellent point in reference to what I 

view as a key sirnilarity between First Nations issues and feminist issues, in that the 

feminist paradigm critically examines the oppression and subordination of minority 

peoples within various institutions and academic discourses (Emberley 1993). 

Anthropologist, Abu-Lughod states that "feminist scholm, united by their common 

opposition to men or patriarchy, produce a discourse composed of many voices; they 

discover the self by becoming conscious of oppression from the Other" (Abu-Lughod 

1991:138). Emberley also states that '?O see throug! the eyes of the oppressor, to see 

through the eyes of the oppressed: when we can accomplish this sense of double vision, 

'' It should be noted that 1 wili refer to ferninist discourse in a very broad sense - it is mit the aim of ihis 
hais to homogenizelessentialize al1 women into one category, 1 ncognize the diversity that exists amongst 
women, as well as the diversity that exists in First Nations communities. 
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then we can heal the racial violence that separates us, that separates us from each other" 

(Emberley 1993:151). Highlighting subordination is a clear link between feminist 

paradigms and First Nations scholarly discourse. A key element in Native scholarly 

discourse involves critical analysis of how institutions perpetuate the subordination of 

minority groups for the advancement of their own agenda. In stressing the importance of 

theoretical paradigrns, Indigenous scholar Smith (1999) States, 

[Decolonizaiion] does not mean and has not meant a total rejection of al1 theory or research or 
Western knowledge. Rather. it is about centenng our concems and world views and them coming 
to know and understand theory and research from our own perspectives and for our own purposes. 
(Smith 1999: 39). 

Another key area that links First Nations discourse and feminist theories is in the 

innovative approach to methodology. Reinhan (1992) emphasizes the fact that feminist 

perspectives are not in themselves a method but "a perspective on an existing method in a 

given field of inquiry or a perspective that can be used to develop an innovative method. 

The fact that there are multiple definitions of feminism means that there are multiple 

ferninist perspectives on social research methods" (Reinhan 1992:241). There is a 

common view that incorporating a more holistic approach to leaming is a key factor in 

creating a more inclusionary space for Native students, an approach that incorporates the 

interconnected and multi-layered aspects involved in social research (Battiste & Baxman 

(eds) 1996; Castellano et al (eds) 2000; Smith 1999). Métis scholar, Madeline MacIvor 

writes, 

Traditional cultures had richly diverse approaches to educating their young (..). The adaptation of 
uaditional teaching methodologies such as experiential leming. storytelling, observation, 
supervisecl and unsuperviseci participation, inter-generational teaching, apprenticeship. d rming  
and imagination, and ritual and ceremony, can provide powerful educationûl tools for Aboriginal 
(and other) students. (Maclvor 1996:79). 

Through feminist paradigrns, new ways of approaching research methodologies 

have come to the forefront of social research. Emphasis on voice, collaboration and 
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representation of the subject are ail key links between feminist paradigms and First 

Nations research. These multi-disciplinary approaches to research are innovative new 

ways in which research can be negotiated on the terms of community members 

themselves. Although feminist perspectives have in many ways, helped to 'pave the 

way' in creating space for many First Nations, and minority scholars, there are points of 

contradiction between First Nations and feminist paradigms. 

Whai Lanwa~e and Whose Voice? 

Integral components of theoretical orientation include issues of "language and 

voice", "authenticlvalid" knowledge and "marginality". In terms of theoretical 

orientation, issues involving language are important, particularly in terms of utilizing 

language that is widely accessible. African American theorist, Patricia Hill Collins 

(1990), stresses the importance of incorporating accessible Ianguage within her work. 

'Theory of al1 types is often presented as king so abstract that it can be appreciated only 

by a select few. Though often highly satisfying to academics, this definition excludes 

those who do not speak the language of the elites and thus reinforces social relations of 

domination" (Hill Collins 1990: xii). Yet another important point raised by Hill Collins 

is that utilization of accessible language does not invalidate the discourse academically 

(Ibid). Hill Collins also takes a position where she begins by placing African- American 

women at the center of her anaiysis, rather than on the periphery. She also utilizes 

"multiple voices" to achieve the "diversity, richness and power" of her subjects (Ibid). In 

tems of voice and language, Hill Collins (1990) raises excellent points in terms of how 

to incorporate voice, as well as utilizing a methodology that begins from a different 
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standpoint (rninority as center) in an attempt to deconstruct many of the underlying 

premises currently prevalent in 'elitist' work. 

Critiques of feminist discourse involve issues of voice, language and speaking for 

the 'other'. Emberley (1993) stresses the fact that many feminists are involved in re- 

creating "textual violence" as they speak more to an intellectual elite, they aiso do not 

incorporate the voice of those women about whom they chaose to write (Emberley 

199350). Despite the fact that ferninist discourse aims to incorporate space for 

minori ties, there are exclusionary elernents to feminist paradigms. Emberley States, 

1 am mit suggesting a naive or uncritical approach IO ifK 'voices of oppresseci'; 1 am, however. 
insisting ihat feminist scholarship canna deny ihat its work. whether expiicitly rcknowledged or 
not, is ofien in dialogue wiîh the political. intelkctual, and creative contributions of women for 
whom it, somewhat ironically, purports to S M .  (Emberley 199350). 

Emberley also stresses that there are many cases in which 'First World Feminists' 

take a stance where they claim to know what is best for 'Third World Women'. She cites 

Egyptian scholar, Nawal el Saddawi, who has raised critiques of 'First World Feminists' 

stating that it is crucial to recognize that by critiquing Third World practices - they are 

ultimately assurning a position of superiority, or tutelage, over minority women and their 

lives (Emberley 199355). In essence, the space which Third World women seek, is 

king defined by First World feminists. There are 'First World feminists' who claim a 

form of superior knowledge over 'Third World Women'. "'First Worldist' feminist 

practices, as well as providing a critical space in which to recognize thût the formation of 

a feminism of decolonization, must attend to an inevitable antagonism between the (at 

times contradictory) values, interests, and aims of feminist and decolonist struggle" 

(Emberley 1993: 101). 
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A key critique raised by First Nations' women/scholars in response to feminist 

issues is in the act of defining problems. Who is defining what the problems are? One 

view i s  that the community members themselves should directly address issues. 

Highlighting problems 'from the outside' can ultimately be used to perpetuate stereotypes 

of First Nations peoples. Emberley writes, 

The decolonizing of feminism, a critique of the imperialist assumptions in feminist theory. 
involves an investigation into feminist scholarship produced in the 'First World', particularly 
those works which reproduce imperiaiist relations of domination of the 'Third World Womn'. 
This homogeneous representation of the 'Third World Woman' often fumions as an instrument of 
consolidation for liberal feminism (Emberley 199354). 

In spite of the fact that feminist perspectives have critically highlighted problematic 

issues of subordination, there is an element of hierarchy inherent to discourse produced in 

some feminist litenture. 

"Giving 'voice' in print culture is one way Native writers empower themsetves 

and daim themselves as agents of their own cultural traditions" (Emberley 1993:73). 

Accessible language is key as the discourse is open to a wider audience that can then lead 

to further dialogue - utilizing elitist Ianguage excludes a large number of Abonginal 

people. 1 am not suggesting that First Nations scholars cannot comprehend academic 

theoretical paradigrns, but rather theories need to be criticall y dismantled and situated in 

the Western ideologies that they stem from". The issue of 'silencing' is key as is 

highlighted by Emberley (1993). 

The decolonization of feminist thcory and a supplementary reading of postcolonial theory from a 
feminist perspective might be said to have critical value only imrnuch as it is possible to 
recognize the colonizer's own selfnitique. ( ... ) In other words. a criaque of the epistemologicai 
assumptions in feminism. which continue to contain indignous or subaltern women as 
marginalized. can do no more than cal1 attention to the problem of their 'silencing' (Emberley 
1993: 73). 

" For further discussion on this topic see Smith (1999). Decolonizine MethodoIoaies: Research and 
Inditcenous Peo~les. 
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Anthropologist. Henrietta Moore (1996), calls into question the fact that in terms 

of producing knowledge, we must continually question who is ultimately viewed as 

'producers of knowledge' (Moore 1996:l). Moore highlights the inextricable links 

between knowledge, identity and power (Nd). Concepts presented by Moore involve 

notions of space; including the notion of borderland work, or discourse produced in the 

margins of acadernia. She states that 

it is hard to overplay the value of these emerging discourses that seek ro establish a space and 
locale in the borderlands for knowledge production. Part of the significance of focusing on 
borderlands and margins h a  to do with questions about how knowledge works in different places, 
how it gels transformed. but also with borderlands and miugins as spaces of transition. 
transformation and reformulation" (Moore 19%: IO). 

Moore raises key elements in relation to the creation of space, borderland work is an area 

where 'transformation and reformulation' can occur (Ibid). As discussed later in this 

chapter, Aboriginal women's 'resistance writing' resists marginalization but cm be 

viewed as sirnilarly related critical discourse (Emberley 19%: 100). 

A key point raised by First Nations women in response to feminist perspectives is 

in recognizing that the social challenges encountered by First Nations peoples must be 

situated in our current community situations. My aim here is not to minimize the 

importance of gender subordination; but rather to highlight the fact that many First 

Nations women identify cultural oppression as a paramount consideration. Lee Maracle 

(1996) of the Sto:lo Nation writes: 

Libention is not simple. Re-ferniniring our original king is mit a matter of gaining quality with 
Native men, sharing the work of pmviding for f b l y ,  obmining decent jobs and education. 
moving out into the world and stniggling to make the Iaw work fairly for us. First. we must 
undenund the conditions under which wc currentiy live. 1 is difficult to critiwlly exmine our 
current condition while the power to alter or maintain it rats with those outside ourseIves 
(Maracle 1996: xi). 
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CreeMétis scholar Kim Anderson interviewed forty First Nations/Métis women 

throughout Canada (Anderson 2000). Anderson's work addresses the complex issues 

faced by First Nations women in their communities to "build bridges and raise awareness 

of ow collective expenences as Native people" (Anderson 2000:3 1). Further, "one of the 

goals of this [work] is to create alternatives to the negative stereotypes of Native women 

as they have appeared in print (Anderson 2000:49). Anderson reminds us that the plight 

of First Nations women must be viewed within Canada's colonial history. In referring to 

abuse that some First Nations women face Anderson states, "1 see these problerns as a 

sickwss - that is the legacy of colonization and something we must address as we stand at 

the bnnk of deçolonization" (Anderson 2000:14). Her analysis offers insight into how 

European settlement altered the lives of First Nations women by imposing Western ways 

of female subordination (Anderson 2000). Anderson's work recognizes that pre-'contact' 

lifestyles for Aboriginal women were varied, and more challenging for some; but as a 

genenl rule, Aboriginal women of this country maintained "a common sense of power, a 

power that was not part of the European women's experience" (Anderson 200057) prior 

to European encroachment. Anderson takes on the challenge of writing about the abuse 

that continues to impact the lives of a number of First Nations women (a daunting task to 

Say the least). She addresses many complex issues and writes about these issues in a 

manner that dismantles negative stereotypes of First Nations women and the communities 

they corne from. Anderson's work features the fact that First Nations issues are not 

divided solely by gender. She states, 

it is uncornmon to hear Native women simply blame men for their condition. 1 think mmy Native 
women are aware that the social problerns that hit them the hardest are the outcome of 
colonization. The struggle, then, becomes a struggle against the systems, policies and instiiutions 
that were enforced upon us by the colonizer. It is not a simplistic struggle against men or 
individuals. (Andenon 2000.55-56). 
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Many Native women consider cultural assimilative oppression as a fundamentd and 

paramount consideration. (Anderson 2000; Monture-Angus 1995; Maracle 1996). 

Further, the issue of resistance is an integral component to First Nations discourse. 

Fint Nations Resistance 

The notion of resistance is an integral factor in Aboriginal scholarly discourse; 

moreover, there are multiple forrns of resistance each with complex meanings. Many 

First Nations students pursue academic goals as a means to help their communities and 

yet while they attend these academic institutions they encounter a paradox as they engage 

with historically assimilative institutions. For some Native students the act af resistance 

is one way in which this paradox is handled. Resistance may be viewed in the literal 

sense: the strong urge to leave a situation which causes great unease and discomfon as in 

Patricia Monture's experience in law school (Monture-Angus 1995:59). In terrns of the 

residential school experience, Haig-Brown's (1988) analysis offers insight as to how 

Native students maintained their own forms of silent resistance while attending 

residential schools. Métis scholar, Howard Adams (1995) views resistance as a response 

to colonization. He writes, "Intrinsic to our history is our people's sense of resistance 

and stmggle that emerges from a growing counter consciousness and realization that we 

have suffered injustices and oppressive inequalities because of our race and colonization 

(Adams 1995:35). Notions of resistance are key as they can be viewed as ways in which 

First Nations peoples are creating the parameters of Native intellectual discourse on our 

own tenns. 
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First Nations womens 'resistance writing' is highlighted by Emberley (19%). 

She states "texts by Aboriginal wornen demand to be read in the context of resistance, in 

particular, resistance to the structure of internai colonialism in Canada" (Emberley 

1996:W). Emberley (1996) identifies "three sites of resistance that pertain to Aboriginal 

women7s writing". First "the texts resist the normal conventions of literary 

classification"; Emberley stresses the important connotations involved in categorizing 

Indigenous discourse; in how we situate First Nations writings in relation to other 

rninority work and also in "conceptual borders" and labeling cenain discourses as 

fictionInon-fiction. Second, %e wntings resist alignment of Aboriginal women with 

other critical practices such as feminism". Emberley recognizes "[though] 1 have 

suggested that Aboriginal women's writing is feminist in impulse, the colonialist 

assumptions in acadernic feminist theory rnake it difficult for Aboriginal women writers 

to align themselves with this and other dominant forms of feminism". And finally, "a 

third site of resistance that these texts can be said to address is their inscription of an 

agent of resistance. Both in their characterization and as writing subjects, Aboriginal 

women are writing themselves and their people into history as subjects to and of their 

own making". A critical point highlighted by Emberley involves reader response to 

Aboriginal writings "how does sihe "tead Aboriginal writings of resistance as an altemate 

form of critical practice, not as un-theoreticai or non-theoretical critique, but as writing 

produced by subjects engaged in critical praxis?" (1996:99-100). This question sums up 

this chapter, and the problems I have encountered in situating my research in current 

theoretical paradigrns. 
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A question posed at my pmpecnis àefense, involved further explanation of "what 

makes resistance work?' Elizabeth McIsaac, antiracist educator, states "[for] resistance 

to be considered a legitimate concept in a discussion of social agency, it must be such 

that it tmly challenges or subverts dominant culture" (McIsaac 2000:91). Her work is 

based upon concepts presented by Giroux (1983) and Scholle (1990). She identifies three 

main premises identified by Gimux: 

First, resistance assumes a dialectical notion of human agency. The dynamic nature of domination 
demands an rmlysis of the complcx ways that people respond to their expriences iuid to 
structures of domination; this in turn involves considering intentionality and consciousn~. 
Second, the concept of rcsistance recognizes h t  power is never oncdimensional; rather. it is 
prûcticed as both a mode of domination ;uid as an iict of resisance. {.. ) Third, resistnnce contains 
an expressed hope for social transfomtion. (Gbux 1983: 108 cited in McIwc 2000: 91). 

McIsaac also utilizes Scholie's (1990) work that "insists that for resistance to be 

politically significant it must be more than defensive: it must be able to foster a solidarity 

of interests and alliances that have the potential to effect change" (Scholle 1990: 103 cited 

in McIsaac 2000:91). 1 would add to these discussions by stating that clearly the multi- 

layered forms of resistance used by Aboriginal peoples have worked based upon the fact 

that we are still here. Cree/Métis scholar, Kim Anderson states that, "[my] joumey as a 

Native person, my recognition as explored in this book, is one way of telling the 

assimilation-makers that it didn't work. We rnay be struggling, but we are still here." 

(Anderson 2000:3 1). 

As 1 stated at the outset, it has proven to be a difficult challenge for me to situate 

my research in an existing theoretical paradigm. 1 have clarified that the best fitting 

theory is critical ferninist anthmpology. This chapter has illustrated key common 

denominators in feminist praxis and Aboriginal scholarly discourse. Issues of voice and 

marginality are intertwined concepts illustrated throughout my discussion. Inherent to 
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the discussion of voice and language are notions of whose knowledge is king validated; 

and equally important, who are viewed as producers of valid knowledge? Many 

Aboriginal scholars locate their research in opposition to elitist academic discourse. 

There is a deliberate emphasis placed on experiential knowledge and subjective 

knowledge (Adams 1995, Garrod & Larimore (eds) 1997, Monture-Angus 1995, Maracle 

1996). A key guiding objective of ihis thesis is to place Aboriginal experience in the 

center to illustrate the important experiences, and voices, of First Nations students. 

This chapter has highlighted the inter-related complex issues that aise in seeking 

to create and define theories produced within First Nations scholarly discourse. As well 

as the power dynamics involved in seeking academic institutional recognition, or 

approval or legitimization of Aboriginal epistemology. Further, for a multitude of 

reasons, isolating Native intellectuai 'theories' within the confines of academic 

institutions is problematic. In looking back at Canada's history, there have been many 

diverse agents of colonization, which includes educational institutions. Aboriginal 

peoples vividly remember the assimilative aim and profound impact of educationai 

institutions. 

With these important issues in mind, and as C have highlighted, there is a strong 

emphasis within First Nations communities to utilize academic institutions as a tool to 

improve the current impoverished social state of Native populations. "Despite ail of our 

differences, 1 still believe in educational systems as a site of future change" (Monture- 

Angus 199569). The intellectual m m  we are seeking to create within acadernia must be 

on our terms, not only to ensure the success of our studenîs, but also to ensure that 

assimilative and oppressive practices cease to dominate educational institutions. 
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In conclusion, if 1 could envision the creation of Native theory 1 firmly believe 

that complex and multi-layered meanings of resistance would be a key factor involved, as 

would the sacred teachings of the Medicine ~heel''. Further, in recognizing and 

embracing Aboriginal epistemology, academic institutions would symbolically open the 

dwr to many complex and important issues for First Nations peoples. This would open 

the door to educational environments that First Nations scholars seek to participate in. It 

is my view that it is only when we remove the current oppressive factors that continue to 

prevail within abstnct theoretical discussions, that we can we begin to tnily dismantle 

oppression and begin to find solutions which ensure equal accessibility to academic 

institutions for al1 Native leamers. 

'' For further reading on the Medicine Wheel p l m e  see Battiste & Barman (eds) (1996) First Nations 
Education in Canada: The Circle Unfolds. Castellano et al (eds) (2ûûû) Aboriginal Education: Fulfilling 
the Promise. Haig-Brown et al (eds) (1997) Mlikinp: the Spirit Dance Within. Joe thiauette Hieh School 
and an Abon~inal Communitv. 
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The word itseif, 'research", is probably one of the diniest words in the indigenou world's vocabuliuy 

(Smith 19991) 

In completing this masters thesis 1 have learned first hand that there ate numerous 

inextricably linked issues that continue to impact the relationship between First Nations 

peoples, and the overall research process. There have been a number of complex issues 

that 1 have encountered in completing this research project that need to be documented. 

That said, this chapter will outline the stages of how this research project unfolded. 1 will 

begin by setting the context of issues that shaped how 1 originaily set out to conduct this 

research. The debates regarding 'insider' research are integral to this discussion. From 

this point we will move to issues that arose for me in the process 1 encountered in gaining 

ethical approval from SFU. Once this process w u  complete, 1 was then able to 'go out 

there' and 'do the research'. 1 will write about how this research actually unfolded, and 

clarify the proçess involved in: locating research participants, conducting the interviews, 

data anillysis and the decisions involved in 'writing it up'. 

uInsider" Research 

1 will begin by setting the context of issues that shaped my thoughts as 1 

approached this research project. Throughout my acadernic experience, 1 have 

encountered certain undertones of a taken for granted perception that somehow, because 

of my Native ancestry, 1 would have an easier time engaging in research. It is dificult 

for me to articulate the nuances of such presumptions. Often these viewpoints surfaced 
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in friendly casuai conversations with well meaning whiteI9 students who wen genuinely 

interested in my research. The underlying assumption was that somehow, because of my 

Native ancestry, First Nations community doors would fly open, and community 

members would openly embrace me as their researcher, giving me open access to al1 

avenues of research topics and research participants. This just hasn't happened. Nor 

would 1 expect it to ever happen that way. As 1 have highlighted throughout this thesis, 

First Nations peoples have ken continually faced with assimilative tactics inherent to 

various institutions, including educational institutions. Not only has the residential 

school grave1 y impacted how First Nations people interact wi th educational institutions; 

but also, many early forms of research on Native people was very poorly conducted, with 

no regard for Native knowledge, voice or cultural values. Further, this research usually 

sternmed from the disciplines of archeology and anthropology. This early research 

sought to document the lives of what was widely thought to be 'vanishing' races, a 

popular Western misconception at the time. This early 'bad' rescarch continues to impact 

how Fitst Nations communities regard research. 1 am acutely aware of the implications 

of this early research; and therefore, acutely aware of the important criticisms, and 

community parameters, that First Nations peoples maintain in regard to research. 

Not only have 1 had to clarify the fact, to non-Native students, that Native 

research is not as easy as they presume, but 1 have also felt the need to defend the work 1 

do to First Nations community members. In previous informal introductory meetings 

with First Nations community mernbers, 1 am commonly asked what 'I do' which 

invariably leads to discussing my tesearch focus. This has in some cases led me to a 

'Tn the age of political correctness, 1 ncognize the impomnce of  language, but of the words: Canadian, 
Western, Euro-Canadian, (for me. al1 these words imply biended cultures) no other word than 'white' really 
fits whnt 1 mean to say here. 
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general feeling of discornfort, as not only am 1 a 'researcher', but 1 am also an 

'anthropologist'. Thete have ben times, where 1 have felt a need to defend the 

discipline of anthropology itself! Keeping in mind the negative impact early Eurocentric 

research had on First Nations comrnunities, and also in thinking about what 1 appreciate 

when I participate in research projects, led me to incorporate the issues of respect and 

collaboration that are key factors guiding this project. Further, throughout this entire 

thesis, 1 have intentionally centered First Nations voices as a paramount guiding factor of 

this research pmject. Not only does this research seek to document what First Nations 

students have to say about their experience, but also, this thesis has continually supported 

the work of other First Nations scholars by highlighting their work throughout the entire 

thesis. 

I have difficulty with the term 'insider' as it seems to me it is yet another form of 

labeling First Nations peoples, by labeling Our scholarly discourse. Narayan (1993) 

suggests a reconsideration of the term "insider" as the term "poliuizes "native" 

anthropologists and "real" anthropologists" (672). She suggests that we ulI corne from 

varied backgrounds and is opposed to the homogenous category of the native (676). 

Questions of authenticity are cornmonly placed upon Native scholarship. The 

undercurrenis of these oppressive ideologies are found in the subtle undertones of various 

academic debates. Not to oversimplify these debates, but the undertone remains; if a 

Native scholar is 'too connected' to hislher research topic it is not objective enough and 

therefore invalidated as 'solid' research. On the opposite side of the sarne coin, if a 

Native scholar 'is not 'traditional' enough, does not live on reserve, essentially is not 

"Indian enough" than herlhis work is viewed as not 'authentic' enough. So, either way 
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you flip the coin, Native scholarship cornes under excessive scnitiny that no other 

tesearch would be expected to measure up to. This point was raised by Phoebe in her 

interview: 

1 rhink everybody's experiense is different, but sometimes you hit the wall. ;ind you have too 
many questions, to even think and write. Sometimes you just have to hit the wall and just put 
everything in perspective and realize you are just one person. you cm just do what you do, you are 
working within the confines of yow own experience. Especially with inimiewing and 
anthropology, it would be different if we were not trying to do something interactive and 
something with other people - if we were writing about people but when you are trying io colleci 
people's stories, and make sure that everybody's voice is in there - it is daunting. But it can be 
done, you just have to keep plugging away. 

Interview with Phwbe: Sept/ûû 

Indigenous scholar Smith (1999) writes "1 think that indigenous research is not 

quite as simple as it looks, nor quite as complex as it feels! if 1 have one consistent 

message for the students 1 teach and the researchers 1 train it is that indigenous research is 

a humble and humbling activity" (5). She writes about the multi-layered historical issues 

involved in al1 levels of engaging in the research process. Her work clarified to me that 1 

am not alone in the experiences 1 have encountered as a Native researdier. "Many 

Indigenous researchers have stniggled individuall y to engage wit h the disconnections that 

are apparent between the demands of research, on one side, and the realities they 

encounter amongst their own and other indigenous communities, with whom they share 

lifelong relationships, on the other side." (Tbid). 1 am extremely mindful of conducting 

research that is sensitive to the oppressive historical legacy faced by First Nations 

peoples. My research is bound by some very important research guidelines that stem, 

first and foremost, from Abonginal communities. And although these comrnunity 

guidelines have not been articulated to me in any sort of formal outline, 1 am extremely 

cognizant of their existence and feel they are, in many ways, more important than 

standard university research guidelines. 
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Methodolo~v: Own-ended interview 

1 decided to use open-ended interviews to allow for incorporation of multiple 

perspectives. "Interviewing offers mearchers access to people's ideas, thoughts, and 

memories in their own words rather than in the words of the researcher" (Reinhan 

1992:19). This is an important point when one attempts to create a space where 

marginalized voices are often ignored or spoken for by others (Ibid). Further, open- 

ended interviewing mates a connection between the researcher and the participants. As 

well, there are opponunities for checking and seeking feerlback for clarification of points 

raised (Reinhan 1992). Open-ended interviewing allows the active participation and 

mutual construction of the research materid (ibid). 

1 agree with Haig Brown's (1995) approach. She states "people doing research 

engage in a process called gaining access. For me, it conjures up a vision of breaking 

d o m  a gate or arriving with a search warrant. I prefer to think of the start of research as 

the beginning of a relationship9*(33). As a Native person who conducted research within 

an urban Native community, 1 have a vested interest in methodological, ethical and moral 

considerations. 1 am acutely aware of the 'weariness' Native peoples maintain in relation 

to king the 'abjects' of academic research (ibid). As such, it was imperative for me to 

maintain the utrnost respect and collaborative effoxt throughout the entire project. 

CredMétis scholar, Kim Anderson, also writes about how she approached research 

participants, "[my] relationship with the interview participants has been really important 

to me. We exist because of and for the relationships we hold with everything around 

us"(46). Further, she writes about the uncomfortable feeling she had about approaching 

First Nations women for her research, 
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[wlhen i decided to interview women nationally, 1 felt awkward and uncomfortable having to 
apprach people 1 didn't know and with whom 1 have no established relationship. It seemed to go 
against my need to work with material that is based on relationship. However, 1 made the decision 
to interview women across Canada because 1 thought that the book might then be more accessible 
to people in other communities, who could then relate to their aunties and grannies who appear in 
the book. I wanted a broder Indigenous perspective ihat would be accessible to members of the 
Aboriginal community overall (Anderson 2000:46). 

The issue of sharing and reciprocity was also a guiding premise to Anderson's research in 

that she found women to interview through word of mouth and calling upon Native 

organizations to help identify women to interview. Further. she "offered each interview 

participant tobacco and asked them to share their knowledge in the spirit of helping al1 of 

Our people" (Anderson 2000:46). 

By lwking at the bigger historical context as well as my experiences in academia, 

and in conjunction with readings from First Nations scholars as well as issues highlighted 

in critical anthropological discourse and criticai feminist discourse; all, of these 

combined factors shaped how 1 planned my methodological approach. Before outlining 

how the research unfolded, 1 would like to draw attention to an important experience that 

occurred as a part of this entire process, and highlight what happened when 1 sought to 

gain university ethicai approvd of my research. 

Al1 students, faculty and staff who engage in research at Simon Fraser University 

are required to fulfill ethical guidelines as set out by the university. 1 did not anticipate 

how daunting this process would tum out to be for me. 1 did not expect there to be a 

problem with my research focus, as rny questions involved documenting how First 

Nations students navigate their way through university environments while balancing 

family and community obligations. 
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1 am slightly embansissed to include this information, as 1 do not really know why 

this is such a big issue for me, but filling out fonns is a very intimidating process for 

me2', 1 sense the dellegitimization that goes dong with powerful bureaucracy behind 

'paperwork' has something to do with it. 1 remember how intimidating this process felt. 

Nonetheless, 1 submitted al1 the appropriate paperwork that included a number of 

standard fonns, a clear outline of how 1 planned to go about locating research 

participants, and an outline of my research questions. 

Little did 1 know what lay ahead. When I heard back from the ethics review 

committee for the first time, there were tÏve points that needed funher documentation or 

clarification, (in my initial nervousness I inadvertently missed a few questions). But a 

key question arose, from the first ethics consultant 1 dedt with, that involved a concem 

with question: "Can you tell me about the things that take up your time outside of 

academia?" The following question was posed to me by the SFU Ethical Review Board, 

which 1 directly quote: 

Have you given consideration to the possibility t h  such an open-ended question might result in 
the subject reveding U G A L  activities of some kind?' 

Emiled Ethics Consultant Response 
Date not indicated on my copy. 

This question caught me completely off-guard, E simply could not fathom the outright 

presumption that Native students are engaging in illegal activity. 1 responded as follows, 

1 do not believe that illegal activities ;ire relevant to my reswch project. lllegal activities are no1 
part of my research interest. 1 anticipale that subject responses will include outside activities such 
cts childcare, sports, extendad family care, part-time work d traveling home for family and 
cultural events. 

1 recall speaking with a First Nations consulhnt who works extensively with Native communities on how 
disempowered 1 feel when filling out forms. This individual ihought that my feeling was shared by others. 
1 will not say this is genenl commonality amongst Native people, but 1 cannot help but wonder if this is a 
shared experience. 
'' In looking back at this documentation. 1 find it so odd and telling how the word IUEGAL was 
capitalized. The word just jumps off the page. 
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Funher, as 1 have previously stated in my response to your question #3,1 will be clear to each 
potential reseiuch subject that they are welcome to tespond to any, or all. of my proposed 
questions that they feel cornfortable with. 

My first response letter to Ethics cornmittee 
Datcd April8.1999 

This led to a number of back and forth requests on the part of the Ethics Review Board 

that involved revising my 'Informed Consent Ford  a number of times. Aside from my 

primary concem of implying that Native students are engaging in illegal activity, 1 did 

not want to have my Informed Consent form go beyond one page - 1 felt a long, verbose, 

fine print, 'legal lwking' document would be intimidating to participants. I continually 

had to clarify my objections to the amendments they were asking of me. Further, I had 

serious concems about the implications of the requests they were requiring of me by 

including certain statements in my research consent form. 1 felt that the inclusions of 

certain statements would reflect poorly on my research and would offend potential 

research participants. To clarify, SFU wanted me to make it extremely clear ta my 

research subjects that in the event of disclosure of any illegal activity 1, as a tesearcher, 

would comply with the law and disclose any illegal activity if required by subpoena. The 

lowest point of this 'discussion' involved me revising my research questions page to 

include the following paragraph at the top of the page, 

As a pari of Simon Fraser University's ethical guidelines 1 am quired to sute h a t  my research 
interest does not involve any form of "illegal activity". As an Aboriginal student performing 
reseotch within the Aboriginal comrnunity 1 would like to clûnfy that it is not my assumption that 
First Nations studenis are invoived in illegal activity -as 1 am wcll awm of how such a negative 
assumption is highly offensive. It is not my aim to offend, and 1 do not enter my cesearcfi project 
with such asurnptions. but again would like to stress that 1 am tesuird to include this statement. 

My amended draft of proposed Resemch Questions 
Dace not indicated 

From this point onward, 1 was no longer dealing with an ethics consultant, but rather the 

chair of the ethics cornmittee. Further, my senior research supervisor was actively 
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involved in this discussion, dealing with the ethics cornmittee in collaboration with me, 

and on my behaif. In one of my final formai letters to the ethics cornmittee 1 was 

required to put the following statement into writing, 

Pl- accept this tetter as confirmation that in the unlikely event thu should 1 be subpoenaed 1 
understand that 1 may have to divulge my sources of information. Therefore, my intention is to 
confinn that in the unlikely event that a research subject begins to disclose thcir participation in 
illegal activities; 1 will immcdiately stop the interview and explain to the research subject that 
should I ever bc subpocnaed 1 will not be able to maintain iheir confidentiality. 

Ethics letter April29. 1999. 

This process went on for a few months and finally on May 11, 1999,I formally received 

a letter confirming approval of my research project. I kept the most important 

correspondence from this process; but in frustration (and in order to rninimize the 

excessive drafts 1 produced) 1 threw out a number of the revised forms. 1 regret not 

keeping ail of the revisions, as 1 then could clarify exactly how many times, and how 

many requests were made of me. 1 remember there were a number of requests placed 

upon me each time 1 submitted the newly revised fonn. At certain points, they got quite 

ridiculous and 'nit-picky' in their criticisms of my work. I am sure it goes without 

saying, but to be very clear, this was an arduous, intimidating and extremely frustrating 

process for me. 1 have set the context for al1 of the factors that impacted me before 1 even 

began the research process. From here, we can move to how the reseuch unfolded. 

After king granted SFü's ethical approval on May 11, 1999, 1 began to solicit 

research participants. Participants for the research project were sought via personal 

networking, advertisements posted in Native student lounges at Simon Fraser University 

and University of British Columbia campuses. 1 also posted emails to two First Nations 
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e-mail student group lists, (at SFU, and provincial Aboriginal student caucus Pst). 1 also 

attended First Nations conferences and passed information out on my research, 

particularly to individuals linked to local post-secondary institutions. When there were 

bulletin boards available at these conferences, 1 would go p s t  up my research 'ad'. 

From this process a potential research candidate responded to one of my email 

postings, and invited me to attend a Provincial Aboriginal Student Caucus meeting, held 

in Prince George, in October 1999. She indicated her interest in participating in this 

research project and felt there might be other students at this conference interested in my 

research. I had very short notice to attend this conference. 1 had no money, but was told 

that 1 could hitch a ride up with delegates driving from Victoria. 1 nervously threw al1 

caution to the wind (as I never did anything like this before) and thought, 'what have 1 

got to lose?' and accepted the offer. The ride up was crazy, as we drove through the 

night. 1 anived exhausted, but in reuospect, this weekend was a good overall expenence 

as 1 met some great First Nations students. In the end, and after meeting with this 

potential candidate three more times, and though 1 made it very clear from the outset that 

1 was interested in completing the interview that she initially stated she would give, 1 

realized that this individual was not going to commit to doing the interview. 

From the Prince George conference 1 also leamed about an email list at the 

University of Victoria. 1 posted an emaii and received a strong response from students. 

All of these respondents resided outside of the Greater Vancouver Lower Mainland area; 

which is the primary teason 1 was unable to secure these interviews. Further, just getting 
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to talk to most of these individuals was a diffwlt task, due to their busy schedules. In 

time, 1 lost touch with these potential  candidate^^^. 

At the time, 1 was quite discouraged about the how the process was unfolding. 1 

slowly became disengaged from this entire process. 1 gave up on locating people that 

would commit to completing the interview. 1 met with a number of potentia1 candidates, 

but I could not secure interviews with these individuals. After a period of lime, 1 re- 

started the process, and this led to a couple more candidates corning forward. A contact 

of mine gave me the phone number of a woman interested in doing an interview. We 

discussed the project over the telephone, and then 1 emailed her the information package. 

In a follow up phone call, she verbally agreed to completing the interview, so we set a 

meeting time and location. I borrowed a vehicle to go to her home, but upon arriva1 I 

immediately sensed that we would not be doing the interview. She c1;irified this fact to 

me, and said she wanted me to include her comment that she supports my researcli, jnds 

my research really important. but because of a bad expenence she had with research she 

participated in as an undergraduate, she felt she could not complete the interview 

because she was worried about the implications of her interview. She felt that the 

previous researcher misrepresented her views. We continued to sit, and talk for 2-3 hours 

about our academic endeavours. 1 assured her that none of our 'private' conversation 

would be included in the thesis, but she clarified she wanted me to insert her initial 

statement. 1 vividly remember leaving this woman's home, and dnving home thinking, 

'that is it, 1 am not going to finish this thesis'. 

" 1 have felt uncornfortable with the fact that 1 lost touch with these individuals, but also have concerns 
about 'inauding' in these student's very busy lives. After 1 complete the thesis, 1 plan to send out 
letterdemails to thank d l  individuals that expressed interest in my research and offer a copy of my thesis to 
anyone interested. 



At this point 1 had completed three interviews and needed one more and had been 

struggling for sometime to get the last interviewz3. 1 cm now see thai the individuals that 

respondeà were genuinely interested in supporting my research; but more importantly, 

they were interested in affiliating with another First Nations student. In ail of the 'initial' 

meetings that occurred, (whether it be in person, by telephone andor over email) 

questions were posed to me that included information about my research, but more often, 

involved questions about how have 1 gone about rny educational experience and generd 

questions about my background. Not only did the potential research candidates share 

information with me, but 1 shared information with each person, and 1 often followed up 

meetings by fonvarding information on current publications, and or emailed copies of my 

research proposais for their reference. Locating four research participants was a long 

haul for me, and consumed much of my time and energy but I thoroughly enjoyed 

meeting al1 of these people and am grateful for their supportive words. Further 1 am very 

grateful for al1 of the supportive people who generously offer me contact information 

ihroughout this entire process. 

1 would like to briefly address how the issue of passive resistance surfaced in my 

research. With the exception of the woman described in the previous example, none of 

the potential candidates specifically indicated that they would not participate. For the 

most part, the prospective candidates in the Greater Vancouver area, woold just 'fade out' 

of the picture. 1 realize this happens in the research process but now that the process is 

over and 1 reflect upon the overall research pmess 1 believe this issue deserves attention. 

1 joked wiih family and friends that 1 felt Iike an Avon lady. getting the door slammed in my face time 
and time again! 
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In the initial introductory meetings, a few potential candidates indicated their 

interview would be rather critical and 1 was asked 'if that was okay?' 1 indicated that 

they could discuss issues they saw relevant in their interview and if this involved critical 

reflection then 1 would document these issues. Moreover, in my anaiysis of the data, one 

participant asked me to turn off the tape recorder twice when she had raised criticism; 

aiso, this same participant's voice faded to a whisper when she had raised a criticism in 

the interview. 1 translate these examples of passive resisiance as fonns of Aboriginal 

students actively engaging in critical resistance praxis. Further, the question if 'it is okay 

to be critical?' indicates that some students feel uncomfortable in critically commenting 

on their experiences in academia. 1 wholeheartedly understand this apprehension toward 

engaging in research with an 'unfamiliar' researcher, and fear of using one's voice. 

Further, it should be noted that 1 laboured over the inclusion of my experiences 

particularly my graduate Ievel example. First Nations students are still engaged in 

academic institutions, institutions that continue to hold significant power over their 

acadernic careers. One of the prirnary objectives of this thesis is to document how 

Aboriginal students continue to successfully navigate their way through acadernia. 1 

translate these examples as forms of how silence as a form of resistance can then be 

linked to one of the strategic employs of First Nations studentsu. 

The issue of reciprocity was an important factor in this project. When convenient, 

1 met with research candidatedparticipants, over a meal, that 1 covered. 1 felt it was the 

least 1 could offer them in exchange for taking time out of their busy schedules to meet 

me. 1 have written this thesis utilizing accessible language. When the thesis is 

completed, 1 will offer a copy of this thesis to interested community members. 

" Plank (1994) exmines silence as a form of nonverbd communication amongst Navajo students. 
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How it al1 unldded 

The four women that 1 interviewed for this research project were located primarily 

thmugh networking, and by posting advertisements in various community sites. Prior to 

conducting the interview, 1 clarified to each participant my research plan by offering each 

person a brief written outline of the project (that included the infomed consent form) as 

well as the research questionsz. 1 confinned to each perron that 1 would clarify any 

questions or concerns they had and that their participation in this research project was 

voluntary and they could withdraw at any point. Further, 1 clarified that if there was any 

specific research question they did not want to answer then that question would be 

omitted. I also clarified that at any point in the interview they could request that the tape 

recorder be tumed off. 1 explained to each participant that her participation was 

confidential. 1 indicated that they would also have the option to decide if they chose to 

remain anonyrnws with the use of a pseudonym of their choice2'. After the candidate 

agreed to participate, they read and signed the 'ethical consent fonn', 1 provided each 

participant with a copy of the signed ethical consent. At this point we went ahead with 

conducting the tape-recorded interviews at a time and location that was convenient for 

each participant. 1 interviewed one participant in my home, and another participant in her 

home, for another participant 1 traveled two hours to conduct the interview in her home 

community. For al1 three of these participants, the research was completed in one 

interview that lasted between one and a half to two and a half hours. For the fourth 

25 See appendix mterid labled 'Research Information Package'. 
26 With the exception of Candice, the participants indicated they preferred the use of a pseudonym. 1 asked 
if they could consider an appropriate pseudonym. In the end, this decision was lefi to me. 1 felt quite 
uncornfortable 'riaming' these participants. Aiier much thought, 1 decided to use the names Phoebe, 
Pauline and Jûan. The names of my three maailincal late grandmothers. 1 felt these names were 
appropriate as they stemmed from powerful maûiarchs. who were impacted by education in the residential 
school era. and for a multitude of reasons, incorponting these narnes h m  the past into the present research 
just seemed appropriate to me. 
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participant, the interview was conducted in two separate one and a half hour blocks; the 

fint interview was conducted in a boardrwm at her work office, and the foliow up 

interview in a private cubicle at a restaurant. Al1 of the interviews were tape-recorded. 

The Partici~ants 

1 recognize that there are lirnited numbers of First Nations graduate students 

currently enrolled in the Greater Vancouver Lower Mainland Area. To ensure 

confidentiality, 1 will now describe the four participants as a group. Participant ages 

ranged from 24-43. Three of the four participants identified with a specific First Nations 

community as 'home', and one identified as a Métis person who became interested in 

investigating her mots later in life. Three of the four women identified their 'home' 

community as 'back east', and one as a B.C. coastal person. Two of the four participants 

transfemd from college to university. Al1 four women worked throughout their 

academic endeavours. Two of the women were mothers at the time of the interview and 

one has since had a child. One of the participants was a young single mother throughout 

dl of her academic endeavours, the remaining two became mothers while still students. 

At the rime of the interviews, one participant had just completed her undergraduate 

degree and was in the process of applyîng to a graduate program (that she later told me 

that she succeeded in king adrnitted to!) One participant was currently enrolled in her 

masters degree; one participant had just completed her masters degree; and one 

participant had finished her undergraduate degree and is working for her 'home' 

community and continues to give thought to 'going back' to pusue graduate studies. 



Three of the four women are involved in the area of community health; three of the four 

women are currently working within First Nations community organizations. 

Three of the participants were individuals who knew me prior to the research 

project. 1 recognize that there is a level of trust that is needed in the research process. 

Al1 of the women who participated in this research placed their trust in me by shûnng 

their valuable experiences with me, taking time out of their incredibly busy lives, and in 

tnisting how 1 would incorporate aspects of their lives into the final paper. This is 

particularly the case for First Nations peoples, when we examine the historical factors of 

how Aboriginal peoples have ken, and continue to be, subordinated and silenced in this 

country. 

Swavin~ fmm the oridnal research dan 

As stated, the issue of collaboration is an important aspect guiding this research. 

As such, my original research intention was to offer each participant two optional stages 

where they each could read and edit their interview material. In the fint optiond 

'readledit' 1 would give each participant a copy of their transcribed interview, where they 

would have complete editorial control over any changes they saw necessary. The second 

optional 'read/editY was in reading a copy of a draft of the thesis where they could offer 

comments on the research. At this point, 1 would maintain editorial control, and if any 

changes where necessary, we would collaborate on how to incorporate each participant's 

cornments. Although 1 tried to make it work, this did not pan out as 1 had hoped. 1 gave 

a participant a paper copy, and a disk copy, of her interview, and asked her to edit the 

transcription as she felt necessary. She generously took the time to do ihis, and made the 



changes to the disk copy, but when 1 got the disk copy back the changes were not evident, 

We discussed the situation over the phone, and she expressed her confidence that there 

were only a few rninor changes that we could do over the phone at a later date when her 

schedule permitted. In an effort to remain m e  to my cornmitment to collaboration, each 

participant was given the option to read a copy of the draft thesis for review and 

comments. One participant expressed clear interest in reading the draft thesis, the 

remaining three indicated that they were interested in reading the final thesis outcorne, 

and that they 'tmsted me' and did not place a pnority on reading the preliminary draft. 

Analvsis of Interviews 

In their analysis of their research data both Te Hennepe (1992) and Haig-Brown 

(1995) sought the re-occumng themes that surfaced in their interviews. Relevant 

categories were created, as well subset categories emerged from the larger themes. Both 

faund color-coding a useful technique in managing the large arnounts of data collected 

(Haig-Brown 1995; TeHennepe 1992). 

In a sirnilar fashion to Haig-Brown (1995) and Te Hennepe (1992), 1 analyzed the 

interview transcripts a number of times. By reading the transcripts over a number of 

times 1 could highlight key themes raised. 1 also re-listened to each of the interviews for 

nuances or 'shifts' in the flow or tone of the conversations. 1 sought to identify any re- 

wcuning themes or commonalties amongst al1 interviews. 1 also sought to identify any 

contradictions that amse in these four interviews. 1 grouped together ides into sections. 

By elirninating 'intempters', and words like 'um', 'like' and 'you knows', 1 felt this 

made the data read more clearly. 1 have used ( . . . } to indicate when 1 have skipped over 
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some words, or side thoughts that 1 felt could be taken out without significantly altering 

the meaning of each quote. It was important to me to keep as much verbatim data as 

possible, but in an effort to focus on the bigger themes and include more quotes 1 omitted 

some data to try to make quotes more concise. 1 have used [ ] around words that 1 have 

added in to specific quotes to clarify what each person was refemng to, or to take out 

identifiers. 1 have italicized certain words to indicate when the participant was stressing a 

point through expression and tone of voice, I have CAPITALIZED certain words to 

indicate when the participant was expressing in a more pmnounced manner than 

italicized words, by using louder voice. 1 have used - to indicate a slight pause in speech; 

in certain spaces this break was longer, so 1 used more --. 1 have also used (laughter) to 

indicate laughter. Translating these stories will never be the same as sitting and talking to 

each individual, but 1 felt that including indicators of expression would be helpful. From 

this analysis 1 selected excerpts of iranscribed data that 1 included in the final thesis. 

Further, 1 take sole responsibility for how al1 of this material was put together. 

This has been a daunting process for me. It is of utmost importance to me that 

each participant feel cornfortable with how 1 represented their experiences in this thesis. 

Further, as 1 highlighted in setting the context for this research, 1 am critically aware of 

the multi-layered complex parameters that continue to shape First Nations scholarly 

discourse. This research involves the reflections of four Aboriginal women, but ÛIso 

reflects my experience in how 1 undertook this research, formulated my questions, and 

how 1 put it al1 together. 

And finally, 1 am very honored that each of these Aboriginal women generoudy 

shared their experiences with me. Upon completion of this thesis 1 will offer each 
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woman a copy of my thesis and a gift to show my appreciation of their support. 1 also 

want to note that every time 1 met with these women, either for an interview, or just to 

touch base, 1 was empowered to be in their Company. Each of these women gave me far 

more than an 'interview': they gave me courage to go on, renewed spirit in our shared 

laughter, and strength in realizing that there are other individual First Nations students 

out there that 1 can relate to. All four of these First Nations women encouraged me, and 1 

also believe that 1 encouraged and supported them; 1 have a strong sense that Our life 

paths will continue to cross, and for that 1 am grateful. 

In concluding, 1 have outlined some of the many interconnected issues involved in 

my research methodology. The issue of respect has been a key guiding factor involved at 

al1 stages of my research. Furîher, 1 have highlighted the important issues such as voice, 

language, and collaboration as integral methodological factors. Native voice and 

experience are central guiding factors to this project. 

Li ke ail other students, 1 have read Iiterature that highlights important issues for 

consideration when we engage in the research process. As 'green' researchers we al1 

read this material and have very clear ideas of how we will 'go out there' and conduct our 

research. The reality is, that the clarity of the insight offered on the crisp clean white 

pages they are written on is not anywhere near the realities of engaging in, and with, 

peoples' lives. 1 don't want to appear as a 'jade& researcher, but 1 do think there were a 

number of important factors that shaped how my research unfolded that 1 have illustrated 

in this chapter. In closing, I would Iike to comment on Smith's (1999) insightful words, 

"Indigenous research is a humble and humbling activity" (5). 

Tell it like it is, sister. Tell it like it is. 
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This chapter illuminates the important issues that each participant shared in the 

interviews. 1 have rearranged and grouped the materiai inio categories; 1 have also placed 

these categones into a chronological order roughly similar to the process a student would 

go through in becoming a graduate student. 1 realize chat my logic of ordering is 

contestable. As well, data that 1 placed under one category could easily 'fit' under 

another category. Overlap definitely exists, as there are several complex issues that are 

inextricably linked within al1 of the research data. 1 would like to state that 1 did not seek 

to order the data in level of importance; ail of the experiences shared with me are 

important, but because of the constraints of this thesis, 1 had to make somc tough 

decisions about how best to include as much of the interview matenal as possible. 1 tried 

very hard to ensure that each participant's voice was represented equally. 1 don't know if 

this is possible within the confines and limitations of a thesis project. Most importantly, 

when combined, the following shared experiences illuminate the complex and multi- 

layered issues that have impacted these four First Nations scholars. 

Home and Community 

The interview began with questions involving home and community. All four 

participants identified that they had originally moved to the Greater Vancouver area 

specifically to attend pst-secondary education. One participant specifically indicated 

her fear of moving from a srnail community to the larger city. Joan also identified her 

family as a 'transplanted' family from their original home prairie community to their new 

'adopteci' community. This point emphasizes the importance placed on feeling connected 

to a First Nations community. Joan States, 
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Home is a couple of places. ( ...) 1 am h m  Manitoba. we were adopted into a community called 
Sea Bird Island. And they are Sto:lo, and that is where we went to school until we had to go to 
high xhool. because Sea Bird Island only went so high back in those days. So ihat becam kind of 
like our home away h m  home. So there was always a community that we belonged to; my 
mother and myself and my brother. But 1 was really scared to rnove to Vancouver. mostly because 
of the six, and 1 didn't think ihe people were very nice. (laughter) 1 was really sheliered. 

Interview with Joan: Jan100 

Further, Pauline clarifies the strategies used to 'get back home' throughout her academic 

year, as time permitted and/or around her job that involved extensive travel; when 

pennitted she made it her priority to get home as often as possible. Pauline States, 

1 moved here from Ontario. But 1 get to go back quite often. ...) 1 get to go home at lem 4 
times, minimum. And often mon than that, depcnding on where 1 am ai wiih my studies and for 
the new job that 1 am taking. 1 will be traveling back to Ottawa probably as much as every 6 
weeks or so. So 1 will go back to Ottawa and 1 will take an extra flight at the end, or kginning of 
my mp and then go home for a couple of days. So it works out pretty well. 1 have been able to do 
that for several years now. 

Interview with Pauline: MuJO0 

The issues involved with moving to the city for the first time as a new student ais0 

brought up the importance of home and issues involved in feeling 'homesick'. Further it 

is important to note that in Candice's case the long distance that she felt from her 

community does not necessarily equate to an extensive geographical distance. Candice 

attended pst-secondary institutions that were a two-hour joumey from her home 

communit y. 

1 cornpleted a full two yean at Capilam College. My first year at Capilam College was a real 
transition. It was night and &y to be away from my parents. {..) 1 was rlmost in a depression 
rny f i t  year, not fully realizing it. Because 1 would go to school, go to clas. corne straight home 
and play solitaire al1 evening. And the only time 1 would not be alone. my rwmmate and 1 were 
bcst friends but we were so homesick. We would sit beside each oîher's, on our coffee table, and 
play solitaire for hours, not even renlizing we were not hlking to each othcr. Wc were mt mad at 
each oiher, we were both homesick. We both played soccer, 1 ihink ibt really helped us. Meeting 
girls. h m  other places, mostly from the city, but there were some girls h m  small towns like we 
were. sa they were people to relate with, and 1 ùiought playing sports was mlly helpful. 1 
remember going in to talk to the First Nations coordinator at the college and thinking 1 am just 
going in to chit-chat with her, invoduce myself and getting in there and just brcaking right dawn. 
and floodgaies just corning down. and t b t  is when 1 realized it was a really difficult transition and 
1 wasn't really fully aware of what 1 was experiencing until 1 tdked with her. She never really 
providecl me with any exmples, she was just there with a friendly face. just encounged me. That 
was rny fint year. 

Interview with Candice: J d O l  
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In a similar fashion to the strategies used by Joan's family and their 'adopte& home 

community, Candice chose to reach out to what First Nations community was available to 

her. On campus she located support from the First Nations siudent advisor at her college, 

she also formed links and relationships with local First Nations families. 

In the s e c d  y e a  1 met a young First Nations man, and we dated. His family was from the city. 
and they were a m l  source of support. Because 1 spent family dinners with them and his rnother 
really encouraged me in school, and she was like my morn away from home. 1 really look at those 
points in my life. and my school experience, 1 can rmlly see where 1 was fortunate. Not al1 
students h d  ihat opportuniry, that comfort. And 1 was close enough IO home. if 1 really needed to 
be home. I could gct home. not like some people thnt lived up north. 

Interview with Candice: Jan10 1 

Not only are connections to home communities important for the students interviewed but 

also, the strategies they use to get home are imporiant. Further, making links and 

connecting to local First Nations communities, is important in the fact that not only do 

'transplante& students reach out for support, but also in the fact that local First Nations 

families and communities reach out and offer their support to peoples that are living away 

from their 'home' communities. 

Factors that shawd the initial  uts suit of Academia 

ü just was a major big deal for me, going to university. ihe pressure of the family, 'what the hell 
am 1 doing' al1 that stuff combined and also just not redly believing in myself and not king sure 
if 1 was going IO be able to cut it. 

lnwview with Phoebe: SeptMi 

Each of the participants were one of the first, if not the fiist, person in their farnily 

to attend pst-secondary education. This is important as it indicates the fact that First 

Nations students are engaging in institutions that are 'unfamiliari to their previous 

experiences. In king the first in one's family, or community, to pursue pst-secondary 

education, these students have no one, or limited numbers of people, to identify with in 
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This excerpt confirms that Joan's farnily actively participated in her educational pursuits 

from a very young age. These First Nations students give much thought and preparation 

for pst-secondary education long before they actually begin engaging in the pmess. In 

addition, Candice placed pnority on selecting a discipline that incorporated First Nation 

issues. 

When I was in grade ten. 1 was told that in anthropology. you could actually study First Nations 
peoples. and 1 thought 'Great. 1 am going'. So 1 have always been focused on anthropology. 
Even though 1 did not hlly know what it really encompassed. it was just the thought. that 1 could 
study my own people and Our history. through the discipline of anthropology. 

Interview with Candice: Jan10 L 

1 think it is a brave move for any person to engage in a process that has both a histoncally 

assimilative objective, but also, is an area that is 'uncharted' territory to one's family and 

community. Candice emphasizes both of these facts, 

Although. my mother actually graduated, that is pretty unusual given her background king a 
residential school survivor and her 1st two years were spent in a convent. She graduated fiom 
there at the age of 20, because she smed school late. Of her children, 1 am the first to graduate 
and 1 am the youngest. So that is a real milestone in ow family. 

Interview with Candice:lanlOl 

Like many 'new' students in academia, Phoebe and Pauline stated that they entered 

acadernia without a clear idea of what specific discipline they were interested in majoring 

in. 1 think this is  important information prospective Aboriginal students who may feel 

they need to clearly know 'what they are going to study' prior to enrolling. For myself, 

and these two participants, finding a major was a pmcess that unfolded. 

A fiiend of mine stmed tiilking about education, 1 rcally never knew anybody that went to college, 
or university, and he was, at the time, attending [school], and he ronvinced me that I h d  
something to offer. To go for it, to apply, so 1 did (..} 1 went and wrote one of those LPI's cause 1 
h;idnlt graduated from high school and passed that with flying colon. Ciot dmittcd, 1 didn'i hiive 
a clue of what 1 w;is doing, didn't have a due of what program 1 was even interested in. 1 jus1 
smed  doing sorne courses at the college, and hought 'what the hell am 1 doing here?' {..) And 
then afier, 1 think it wiu the first full year, at first I was like, 'oh 1 Iike sociology', and I liked 
crirninology. And at the time, 1 just noticed that 1 liked school again because the high schml thing 
just wasn't cutting - it was just too restrictive and 1 just didn't enjoy it at dl. {..) 1 realizad. 'oh, 
learning doesn't have to be like that'. So 1 enjoyed the freedom and 1 enjoyed the interactive 
aspects. with other students and with the profs. 

Interview with Phoebe: SeptlOO 
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Another important issue involves the fact that prior to entenng school, am! cven though 

the students felt that they Jid not have entrance level requirements, they still felt a strong 

determination to pursue their academic endeavours. Phoebe indicated she did not have a 

grade twelve diplorna, and Candice indicated that she graduated with 'average' grades. 

Regardless, both of these participants successfully completed their undergraduate 

requirements. 1 think this is important as it indicates to educational administrators that 

despite the daunting post-secondary entrance requirements, First Nations students w ho 

otherwise might have been 'overlwked' and denied access can and will complete their 

programs. It also verifies to prospective students that there are ways to overcome what 

may initially seem as weak entrance grades. 

1 guess 1 always had a rcally strong sense chat 1 W~IS going to punue post-secondary, 1 honesily 
did not know how I was going to get inio post-secondary because 1 did not have a very strong 
background, in literacy to be honest. 1 was always a hardworking student and when 1 graduaied 
tiom high school my grades were not very high. %me B's some C+'s, 1 think how 1 got entered 
into college wûs with my sports, 1 d e  the team. 1 don? know if my Native ancestry played a 
role, if it did that is fine with me, because I definiiely think 1 was ready for post-secondary. 

Interview wiih Candice: JanlO 1 

The importance placed on having a role mode1 to ascribe to in academia played an 

important factor in Candice's experience, during her struggles at school, thinking about 

her aunt was attributed to her successful completion of her post-secondary experience. 

1 have had some older cousins go away [to school], and &II short of their goal, and come back 
home due to homesickness. One key example is my mother's younger cousin [sbe] hm her 
degree. Her example is fundamenial to my experience. because in those strcssful times as a 
student, partidly or minly because of my time management. but it is, it is a long haul. I can 
remembcr king in my third year, up very late, writing papers and studying, and it has such an 
emotional impact on you because you are fatigued. 1 was actually thinking ai one time, you know 
you go h u g h  those moments when you are so stresseci, you think 'ok, 1 am quitting - this is it'. 
You are about to snap because you have been up two nights in a row, writing papers. A loi of the 
times, I would just think about my mother's cousin, because she raiseci ihree children and got her 
bachelots of education. And when she came back to the community 1 was one of her first 
smdents. 

Interview with Candice: JanlO 1 
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I was interested in finding out how Abcriginal students got through their studies. 

Pauline identifies how long the pmcess was for her to complete her undergraduate degree 

requirements. Her example confirms that she focused not only on her academic studies, 

but also was working within the Aboriginal comrnunity at the same time. This fact led to 

her taking longer to complete her undergraduate requirements. Three of the participants 

(plus myself) required more than four years to complete the undergraduate degree. mis 

is also an important factor for band administrators to consider when ailotting education 

funding. Pauline states, 

[1 iook a diplornaj program that was 2 y m .  1 got rny diplomit in Native Studies. (...) and thcn 1 
came out [to BC], worked at [a local Native organization] and differcnt places like thai. and 
inlcnded to go back to schooi to do my BA. ( ..] That was my inlention and 1 did go actually back 
for 1 year, (..} and I dowly - did a one course - at a time - a l  a time - ai a lime - till 1 finally 
graduated with my BA. So it was a long tonwous process! (laughter} 

Interview with Pauline: Marlûû 

In addition to taking longer to complete degree requirements Pauline highlights that 

retuming to pst-secondary education as a mature student ~sulted in her having some 

extra coursework and 'catching up to do'. Pauline states, 

When 1 came back to school. 1 was sort of feeling Iike 1 had a bit of catching up to do. 1 knew that 
1 had the rbilities and the skills, and the knowledge to do it, but 1 was a bit mty. And some of the 
hings lat  were q u i d  - it h d  been a few y m  since 1 h d  been in school. So. that is an issue - 
as a re-ng student. 

Interview with Pauline: Sept/OO 

For han, Ieming how to navigate her way through university involved learning 

the language of professors. Joan refers to her previous culturally based leaming 

experience. She describes her experiences with words such as 'uncornfortabfer and '1 

missed king taught' which exemplifies the disconnection she experienced. 30an also 

identifies the hierarchd nature of pst-secondary learning environrnents. 

1 think [figuring out how to navigate my way h g h  university] had a lot to do with 
understanding your professor's laquage, especially in üie sciences. 1 really didn't understand 
what they wanted from me. 1 mean. I knew you had to r d  the textbook, go to ail the lectures. 
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study the notes but il seemed like îherc was kind of a step beyond al1 that- that 1 jusr wmn 'r  getting 
ro. And that was the whole interpteation part of what the professor was saying and what the 
professor wanted from you. These people, these professocs, they are up there so higli, and even 
the way that they talk to you 1 had never been taught like that and 1 don't even think that the way 
that they talk to their students - you could really chssifj it as teaching. more like preaching. And 
1 was uncomfortable with that, 1 missed k ing  aught. And it wûs missing, and 1 needed that. that 
is my pedagogical background. And they don't incorporate any of your senses. you know you iue 
just there to tum into a machine person, and if you don't have the brain juices. right there. at 8:30 
am in a calculus class - to absorb al1 this stuff. then you get leh behind. 1 think that was one area; 
the other was ana was study skills, 1 knew what 1 h d  to do, but you never ever. do as much as 
you think you know you s h l d  have to. it is always such a reach to do al1 the readings on time. 
and stay up. That was pan of it too, my own studying skills. 

Interview with Joan: Jan100 

The Challenees 

1 would like proceed in identifying the challenges that were highlighted in the 

interviews. There were a multitude of issues that came up and many issues overlapped 

into other areas, defying succinct categorization. 1 have broadly categorized the data. 

Many of these issues overlap, but when combined they are powerful examples of what it 

is these four Native students view as important issues in their academic process. 

Of the numerous challenges raised, one of the issues involved difficulty in 

engaging in learning environments that focus primarily upon 'performance goals' rather 

than overall 'knowledge goals' as emphasized by Joan. Issues such as professors' 

teaching styles is also a key factor r a i d  here. 

1 believe that [in post-secondq] p u  are taught - as if you are not supposed to rernember - that is 
the other thing. You are taught to perform, it is al( perfomnce goals, rather than knowledge 
goals - 1 didn't like that either. 1 definiuly think they teach to d e  students perfonn, rather than 
to make them successful leamers. You know, like after an exam - it is like a big mental enema! 
(laughter) You know ask me about 300 level biochemistry and 1 couldn't tell you meeeeet, (in a 
whisper) f-all!!! 1 took it in six of my courses, I had to rnemrize it. six or seven different times 
and 1 couldn't reproduce it for p u .  And 1 think that is just the nature of the way. So probably just 
the whole way that - that - pro/esrors teuch you. 

Interview with Joan: JanlOO 

Phoebe also discusses the challenges she encountered in engaging in coursework that 

ascnbed to parameters that held little meaning to her. In discussing the challenges 

Phoebe states she faced difficulty in 
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debating. discussing w witing from a Iheoretical sbndpoint or from various theoretical 
startdpoints. ihat 1 didn't even ncccssiuily undetstand. That were being covend in a course and 
that I had to work with. Somctimes 1 didn't even know what 1 was writing about. {..) I have 
always done well in writing. But somccimes it is like. I don'l even r d l y  know what 1 am doing 
here. It is basically lik I am just playing a game. i knew bcfore 1 even got into S N ,  how to 
wite i paper, how to mdce an argument, wrik convincible. support i t  with X number of facts, I 
figurcd al1 of that out. (..) Somctimes 1 wish I would have challengecl it rnore - and wrote more 
from the h e m  But then you have more to deal with. 

Interview with Phoebe: SepVOO 

Phoebe alludes to the difficulties of having 'more to deal with' when students 'challenge 

it more' by writing 'from the heart'. 1 think this raises an important issue, as Phoebe does 

not elaborate upon what 'having more to deal with' means. 1 liken this comment to the 

similar tension that 1 have faced in classrooms where 1 have tried to bring up First 

Nations' critical perspectives. In the process of speaking to al1 of the four Native women, 

it became salient that issues anse when one challenges Western pedagogy. There was a 

common underlying thread of understanding of the nuances inherent to the rneaning of 

Phoebe's comment 'having more to deal with'. These issues speak to the tension we 

encounter in classrmm settings when we engage in critical praxis based upon First 

Nations worldviews. 

Pauline compares her previous experience in a more culturally based post- 

secondary program, Aboriginal epistemology is not widely recognized in her curent 

graduate program. Pauline pauses a number of tirnes as she speaks, I translate these 

pauses as an indicator of her hesitancy to raise criticisrns. She States that 

the thing 1 liked about r r en t ]  was the support system. And the cuitural [focus]. there is a lot of 
stmng cultural cornprieni, in cverything we did there. 1 really, really think that is impomnt. 
Likes and dislikes of [my cumnt  prognm], well - it really feels like an institution. And it is. 
And of course we h w  ii is an institution, it is  a university. But it definitefy fcels like it is an 
institution - and rhur is the diffcrence between the other schoot I weni io --- 1 could pmbably go 
on more, but 1 think for now - 1 wiil just lave it at hat. 

Interview with Pauline: Md00 

Both Pauline and Phwbe identified that in appfoaching their pmfessors, they felt 

uncornfortable and that they were ininiding on the professors. Regardless Pauline found 
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a way through this uncornfortable feeling to ensure cla~ity, and success, in her academic 

requirements by clarifying her professor's expectations. 

Things need to change, and 1 think it will happen as a slow process. but some of the instnictors - 1 
am disappointed in, and some of the ones ihat 1 had. I don't know if it is just my department, if 
they are just weird there or what. or is it everywhere? (... ) With my supervisor 1 could approach 
him but he was looking al his watch and 1 felt like butting in more than anything. [But] 1 know 
what he wants now though - so that is good. 

Interview with Pauline: Sep100 

Phoebe clarifies the fact that she recognizes the parameters from which professors' work, 

she likens visits to professors during office hours, to 'going to my doctors office'. She 

also identifies that not al1 professors are unmachable, and that this directly impacts the 

separation between professorlstudent, in the 'uslthem' analogy. 

It wasn't that 1 ever had a professor that 1 felt was king unfair pet se --- it is just different. 1 don't 
know how else to explain that. it was just a different experience h m  the college which is more 
welcoming, more accepting. and I think the conscraints of the university, the Iiuger classroom size. 
just the whole fomlity of the university education means that there is more of a 'udthem'; it is 
like no, you are on that side and 1 am on this side. But at Ihat same tirne, those barriers were 
broken down with cenain professors at the university, ihere are some professors who do it well 
and who make you fez1 cornfortable, and [other profesors] that make you feel like you are not 
[welcornel. Sometimes when 1 would [go see a professor during] office hours, 1 feel like 1 just 
entered my doctors office. They are looking at their watch, 'you are on the clock, 15 minute visit 
people here people. come on!' {laughter] '15 minutes my time is important. my time is precious!' 
A bit of that, which 1 did not feel at the college. And the whole thing with publishing, the pressure 
for a professor. it is not that 1 don? undersund it - it is just that is the way it gws. 

Interview with Phoebe: Sepi/OO 

Further, Phoebe identifies the factors involved in participating in larger university 

settings as opposeci to the mote interactive aspect of het coflege level experience. In the 

next excerpt Joan explains that even though she has felt a disconnection to her professors, 

she refuses to let that impact the importance she places on leaming. 

1 like knowledge. 1 am not saying 1 don7 Iike knowledge or that 1 don't like what 1 learned. 1 
always felt as a leamer you shouldn't feel s c d  of your teachers. (..) 1 was scared of my 
professors, 1 w u  scared of these educated people. Because 1 w;is pulling in these lousy grades, 
and that is how 1 thought that they saw kir students through that filter fmt. And 1 never d l y  
had much success talking to professors - probably because of that hang-up. 1 have to say my 
major complaint was the way that professots presented the infontion -and their attitudes. (..) 
Because I think the professors iue used to king at the top and then everyone else king dom. 
(..) 1 had five female professors, in my whole university experience at SFU. And three of them 
were in humanities and two wtre sciences, and 1 was mostly a science student. (..) they were 
mostly guys - they were reiûly high on ibemselves - i d  1 didn't like that. 

Interview with Jan:  Jan100 
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The importance of gender cannot go ignored in this example. Another important issue 

that came up in Joan's reflection on her academic experience involves the important issue 

of voice, and her lack of ability to use her voice in a classroom setting. It was a process 

for her to find a classroorn and professor that she felt she could feel safe to use her voice. 

You know - this is going IO really blow you away -- but 1 never asked a single question -- al1 the 
way through my five yews. (..) 1 had one science class that was in a seminar and it was just a 
fluke how 1 got into that. because it was only people with good GPA's get into it, {laughter} 1 
somehow got into it! (laughter) (..) But 1 got in - and that's where I learned how Io spe f  up. 1 
I d  that 1 could do public speaking and that professor was really supportive of me, and that is 
probably the closest 1 ever got to opening up to a professor, (..} It w u  nice to get valid;uad by an 
actual professor that taches in the system, who believes the same way as me. So. that was nice. 
And, he was the one who said, that 1 would never be an academic! {Iaughtet] But then you know. 
he wasn't al1 bad. 

Interview with Joan: Jan100 

Candice also shared the importance of needing to feel connected to mentors throughout 

her academic experience. She identifies the importance of sharing, caxing and 

compassion that each of these mentors offered her at times when she doubted her ability. 

All through my education 1 have had kcy pcople in my life, mentors. People who believed in me. 
people who have recognized my abilities. One of them obviously, was Dara Culhane, jus1 a 
supporter through and through. When 1 had stniggles. when 1 doubied myself 1 would always 
ciury myself to her office. 1 had Peggy Shannon at the Cap Collcge, Dave O'Leary, and whenever 
1 was haking it. [my Aboriginal girlfritnds] were always calm and politely just said oh you will 
do fine, like don't sweat it man'. And 1 would, 1 would chill about it, about how my hile wmld 
WGS fdling apart, and 1 iun not going to make. You always need that older. big sisier riround 
(laughter). And even when someone confirms what you are expericncing. Like we do have our 
struggles. from tirne to rime, but jus1 that sharing and caring. a level of compasion. 

Interview with Candice: Jan10 1 

The Importance of Connectinn to other Native Shidents 

The following examples highlight the importance that participants placeci on 

feeling connected to other First Nations students. The sense of affiliation, and sense of 

cornrnunity are highlighted in the following excerpts. Joan recognizes that 'she was 

getting sick' because of the difficulty she was encountering in ascribing IO 'university 

culture'. 



It wasn't until my third year until 1 started kind of hanging out in a lot in the downtown bars, with 
other Natives, and them 1 really reûlized that 1 was reaching out to my people again. And 1 was 
getting sick. 1 wis getting sick - sick because university culture wasn't something that 1 was 
adapting well to. It was something 1 tried to do. but then as a result, 1 found the FNSA [First 
Nations Student's Association]. And 1 found there were like-rninded Native people who were in 
the same boat as me. 1 really discovered them Iate, in my Iat year. in my fourth year, but I really 
didn't (conncct] with ihem until my 5' year. And then that enabled me to find a community 
within r comunity. (..}[Hanging out with Native Students] mur have helped because my grades 
were so much Mer! In my last semester anyway. 1 never really that connection until now 
[..) My lnst semester 1 recillj leaned on the people at FNSA and 1 let myself do that. and 1 never 
really let myself lean on people before; n a  even my teammates, it w;is like 1 never fully trusted 
them. But I could uust thesc people. We hung out together. we piutied together. WC studied 
together. and you know, they wue like best friends. Because we could talk a lot about what was 
happening with us persorüilly. we could talk about our families, and back home. and there were so 
much mon similarities han then were differences. 1 don7 want to say that al1 First Nations 
peoples air the same, but we sure have a whole lot of circumstanccs working on us that very, 
VERY similar - and it shapcs our lives. 

Interview with Jwn: Jan100 

Her search for other First Nations students eventually lead her to finding and then 

reaching out for support from a Native student organization on her campus. Her grades 

were stronger and she found the connection she originally set out to find. Pauline also 

has tried to 'reach out' and connect with graduate students h m  her department. 

No there is no other Natives in my program. just me and that is it. (..) It's not that 1 dislike [my 
fellow grad students], 1 just rcally don? have that much in common with them. And so 1 thought it 
over, and it is not an age thing, 1 don't know what it is. {..} ihey are rll wealthy they don't have to 
work. They have either funds coming in from their parents, or they know how to get the grants, 
because they have the expericnce - that kind of thing. { ..} S o m  of these wealthy grad studenis 
have nights when they get togerher and they have a book club, and a movie night and stuff, and 
they have invited me. But 1 just - 1 just don't know. 1 weni to one, and it was ok. but wasn't my 
thing. In the limited arnount of time 1 have lefl after evcrything else, 1 just don't have the energy 
io put dure. They iue always like 'oh hi, nice to sec yod but 1 feel really like there is no 
connection honestly. 

Interview with Pauline: Sepi100 

Not only does ihis example clarify that Pauline is the only First Nations graduate student 

in her faculty, but it also underlines how the socid and economic status of her non- 

Aboriginal student colleagues is a factor involved in her inability to connect, and relate to 

their experiences. Pauline also identifies that in the minimal amount of free time in her 

schedule, she prioritizes where she will place both her free time and her energy. She 

chooses to not place a large focus on establishing connections to students she has 
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difficulty relating to. This is an important issue, as 1 think it speaks to examining how 

First Nations students actively manage, and pnontize what is important in their busy 

lives. 

Thinm that take UD tirne outside of Academia 

Pauline is an extremely busy woman. She works at a number of jobs that require 

significant amounts of travel, both within the province and also nationally. To make it to 

our second interview, she actually postponed her schedule to catch a later flight, to give 

us the hour and a half we needed to complete the interview. Pauline's pressing work 

schedule has temporarily pulled her away from her graduate studies. A point she 

articulates, 

1 am not actually [engagedl in coursework right now. and becûuse 1 have not been working very 
much on my thesis project 1 would say that 1 am not really involved in academia right now. 
Although 1 think 1 should be (laughter] - because 1 am in the program. 1 am trying to do what 1 
cm and 1 am getting back in touch with it through a couple of my professors. But for the moa 
part. (..) it is mostly aavel, travel, aavel, travel. Lots of tnvel. lots of meetings. some writing. 
mostly uiwel with my job. (..) And 1 am on a couple of volunteer boards. {.. ) One of the [other] 
things 1 am doing is teaching a course. 

Interview with Pauline: SepVOO 

Pauline's words stress the importance of her career. Dyck (1991) points attention to the 

bumout effect that many First Nations cornmunity leaders go through. Because First 

Nations communities continue to face socially disadvantaged circumstances, and because 

of the low (but slowly impmving) representation of Aboriginal graduates from pst-  

secondary institutions, Native students are in high demand. 1 think this speaks to an 

important paradox, or pull, that exists for some First Nations students in that rnany First 

Nations students enter pst-secondary education with a predetermined goal of using the 

education gained within their comrnunities, but at the sarne time they are faced with 

communities that need Aboriginal professionals immediately. In my own experience, 1 

can think back to a specific career opportunity that 1 tumed down, because 1 h e w  it 
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would &mand more of my time than 1 could give. Turning down this amazing cmer 

opportunity, and also the financial security it offered, at a tirne of pressing economic 

poveny was a very difficult decision to make. Further. this offer stemmed from my home 

community and community members 1 know well, that made i t  even more difficult to 

turn down. 

Phocbe also stressed the importance of work. Her comrnents dispel the myth that 

ail Native students automatically receive 'band funding' and just like many other students 

she faces continued financial difficulty. 

1 have a lot of backed up bills going on here. The finance ihing (..) 1 have always worked [while 
going to school]. (..) especially because 1 am on student loans. I maxed out, because 1 am a 
single parent and 1 get larger loans, 1 m e d  out on my BC portion of my studeni loan, and 1 was 
only getting the federal portion of my loan 

Interview with Phoebe: Sepr/OO 

In reference to economic challenges faced, Pauline explains the difficulties fxed in 

locating and securing finances. Pauline affirms the economic challenges she encountered 

in her response to my question about challenges she see relevant. 

Not knowing how to go after some of the grants, and not feeling that 1 hrid the ability to do that. 
Because 1 wasn't encouraged to - there was ii gant for $17.000 and 1 really wanted IO pmue it 
and i wim't encouraged to pursue it from one professor. In fact 1 feel that he was discouraging 
me to pursue it. becruse he knew there was somcbody else going for it and she was his pick. {..) 
We are missing out on so much, there is so much we could do. (..] 1 don2 think that we are 
incapable, but 1 think that we think that it is strictly Indian affairs funding that we c m  get. { ..} 
We are just kind in a [position] of ghettoizing Indian Affairs funding. We could bc geuing so 
much more. 

Interview with Pauline: SepcîOO 

In my general discussions with Native students, there have been times when 1 have 

spoken to Native students who have thought that because they receive band funding they 

are not entitled to apply for any additional funding such as scholmhips, awards or 

bursaries, this is simply not true. While band funding is exmrnely helpful, it is not a 

secured resource for al1 students of Aboriginal ancestry. Further, for those students that 
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acquire band support, they continue to face financial struggles as the amount of monies 

received only partially subsidizes basic living costs. 

Candice focuses on issues that took up time outside of academia include dealing 

with farnily. Candice illuminates a number of issues that she dealt the following story, 

my time was fairly taxed as a student. Because of family responsibilities, and needing to feel that 
connection to your community. {..) So when thete was a community event. 1 would always uy to 
make a best effort to travel back home to atlend. whether it wm self-government day. family 
feasts; because 1 needd that just as much. for my perseverance and for my own strength. Other 
things that wert really hxing were family struggles. tragedies within the family, losing cousins. 
attending funerals; all. while 1 was in s c b l .  My mothcr is very il1 with a mental illness disorder, 
and after my very first ye;u in school, we lost Our home due IO rny mother's illness. Dealing with 
those things. primarily my mother's illness, because she ha becn in and out of institutions. since 1 
was 12 yeus old. And yet she is a key person in my life bccausc she has always been a believer 
and supporter in her children. We lost our older brother when 1 was a child. and that has always 
had an impact on our family. My parents are alcoholics, 1 was rrised by my mother and my 
stepfather here in Sechelt, but my fathcr in Vancouver, 1 am also very involved in his life. He is 
also unhealthy, he has r major hart condition. h 92 my rnother bumt d o m  our home and was 
hospitalized. In 1994 my father had a massive heart athck and 1 always remember that very well. 
because 1 think then 1 could have just threw my hands up in the air, and no one would have 
questioned it. Because Our family was going through sa much. When my mother was sick. my 
only brother that 1 have lelt - he is older than me, evcryMy wanted me to go back home to help 
because my mom was so sick and there is no facilities to tdce care of people with mental illness in 
my community, and he kept saying "no Candice. stay in school" and he took on that burden. 
Which is a Iiuge burden, while I stayed in school. 1 would come home on weekends and help. 
And then when my father had a massive hem amck. It was around midterms, and exams, so 1 
would literally. we didn't know if he was going to live or die, 1 was in his hospicil rwm studying. 
There was nothing 1 could do, 1 just had to wnit it out. (..) Low and behold. he b a t  the adds, the 
docton did n a  think hc was going to make it. and he became conscious. and s week Iater he was 
still in very poor health, but he was helping me h i e  me papcrs! (Iaughter) So 1 would go to 
school, go to class, and then would go stmight b the hospital, for ihree weeks we did this, and 1 
would be by his bed studying, whcn he slepl, what else could 1 do. 1 actually had h d  a really 
good semester! (laughrer) hobably one of my bcst sematers, where 1 had a B+ average. It was a 
very spiritual moment in my life, becri= yw really know what is important to you. When you go 
through those struggles wirh your fitmily. Especially the thought of losing a puent. 1 found my 
papers then, were just so strong, 1 was so clear on what 1 was writing. With my dd ' s  background 
as a Native adminisîrator, his insights were shwed in my paper. 1 was just doing so well that 
semester! It was hilarious! (laughter) 

Interview with Candice: knlO 1 

Despite huge pressing factors, she made the best of a situation that for many students 

would have been enough reason to withdraw for the semester. In a multitude of ways her 

story portrays her incredible resiliency as well her dedication to both her family and her 

academic studies. Like Candice, 1 know first hand that the poor health status of our 

family members has a 'rippling-effect' to reach d l  of our community members. 
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Candice's example of taking a chailenging situation and turning it around into a 

positive situation is further supported in the following examples that clearly indicate how 

Abonginai women seek to work through oppressive situations they endured. Joan's story 

begins when she is talking about the i&a of appiying to graduate school. As this story 

unfolds, the lirniting nature of her pmfessor7s expectations of her work becomes salient. 

But again, Joan resists victimization and pulls a positive out of a negative experience. 

1 was very jaundiced on the idea of going back io school. And then, 1 always knew that if 1 didn't 
go bock to school that 1 would always feel like a failure. Even though 1 wasn't a failure - I passed 
everyrhing. 1 got that B.Sc ;ind 1 worked really hard for it. (..) But still. you know. the basic 
univeisity standards - if you are not like in the top half of your class or something(1augh). So - 
and so - some professor, who is actually r wlly good person. he said something really negative to 
me that 1 really pulled out a positive. And that was. 'well you may never be an academic. but --- 
you will be al1 right". And that pissed me off. Because that was a limitation - that somebody had 
actually come right out and verbalized to me. I may not bt an academic, but - 1 am sure he didn't 
mean anything bad by it -- it doesn't mancr how he mant  it. because (a) 1 am still in touch with 
that professor and 1 have a lot of respect for hirn and (b) it really tumed me around. And 1 kind of 
went back to that statement and thought - i can be an acxiemic, 1 cm do it. Our people are 
academics and we have a lot to offer. And 1 jus& never had room to offer it - before and 1 am 
going to find a place whcre 1 can! And then 1 have always been interested in health care 
counseling, it is something 1 have done since I was 16. Alternative medicine a lot of it was 
traditional mcdicine too. so 1 thought gee that is a way that 1 can work with the things that 1 love; 
and also do it as an academic. So I decided (O go into counseling. because that seemed like a valid 
way to apply this type of knowledge that 1 had with people that 1 wanted to work with - other 
Natives. So, 1 went back. I applicd to [graduate school]. {..) 1 got in - 1 was shocked. (..) And 1 
went in and took five courses Iast xmestcr. one of which runs al1 year. so 1 am still in it. and 1 got 
fint class standings, 1 was really happy, and l e d  a lot about mysclf as a leamer as well. 
Especially making that mnsfer. and it was al1 very discussion oriented. classes were smaller. {..II 
definitely lemed bener that way. 

Interview with Joan: Jan100 

When asking Candice to comment on her likes and dislikes of education, the following 

expenence she had at the college level is a telling expenence of the racism that First 

Nations students continue to experience on campus. 

1 like the challenges. I can't really say 1 h d  some dislikes. You always question your 
environment, you alwrys question your situation. {..] But for the most pan. 1 have always had a 
real appreciation for xhool. 1 am sure there were times where 1 really thought, 'oh, this is a crock 
of shit'. But when 1 look back. it was al1 relevant, Iike coming across people who had really 
strong racist assumptions, stercoiypes and king a First Nations woman in a pst-secondary. you 
n n  across that. (..) Even when 1 look back. 1 was attacked in class by a - professor. 1 politely 
questioned one of his viewpoints, and he lost it. 1 can remember thinking then, 'oh what a 
negative expenence this is. 1 cm'i believe this i s  happening'. It was at the college level. 1 
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remember it really well, he was saying "Native society is simple, European society is complex". It 
was in inuo anthropology course, and 1 kind of put up rny little hand and 1 said "Excuse me." I 
brought up a few points where Native society traditionally is actually very sophistiated, and 1 
provided a few examples. he didn't like tint. So. he went al1 red, and he was shouting. in my face. 
"AN of you lndians are always losing! Well here is your chance to win!" Like he was 
emncipating us or something. Caught me off guxd ai tint. 1 was literally almost sliding under 
my desk, because 1 could not believe it was happening. How he was treating me at that time; it 
was more his own issue. But right afkr thab 1 kind of caught my breath and 1 went right up to him 
and 1 was giving it back. 1 was mit k ing  disrespectful, but 1 just let him know, 1 said, 'you have 
no right to mat me like that'. I said. ? am a student. 1 have a right to question.' And he 
apologized to me. and he was just vying to apologize CO me to get me out of the room. al1 of the 
students in that class were completely fiabbergasted, Native and non-Native. So 1 think it was a 
valuable lasan - for many people to l e m  that day. And 1 go1 over it. (..) 1 reported this to his 
supervisor, the supervisor wanted me to carry through and have discipline. I was not interesteci in 
the professor being discipline.. 1 just wanted to make sure that 1 was going IO be safe in a 
classroom.. Most people cm look at that as a trauma, and rightfully ço, 1 look at it as a building 
point in my life. 

Interview wilh Candice: Jan/ûl 

This example is a shocking experience as not only did it occur in front of an entire 

classroom, but also the racial insults came straight from a professor. This example 

confirms the stereotypes that continue to impact the experiences of First Native women. 

This powerful example speaks to the importance Candice placed upon 'feeling safe* in a 

classroom setting. She had the ability to use her voice, to resist oppressive actions. The 

following example exemplifies how Joan utilized forms of silent resistance within 

classmm settings where she 'felt like she was going to lose it'. 

My favorite thing to do in the middle of a lecture when my mind was wandering was make a lia - 
of everything I wantod to do. And if 1 go througfi any of my old lecture notes. I have al1 these 
neurotic little messages, of what f was going to do - and 1 was going to plan the times I was going 
to phone people and go gmcery shopping and plan ihe times for what 1 was going to study thai 
night. And it alwrys ended up being - like ifi Iiad a 30 hour day! - {laughter) it would work out. 
ûr if 1 forgot to slcep or something. But t h t  d e  me feel like 1 was in control of my life. And 
the only time 1 ever did that was when I was in the middle of a lecture -and 1 felt like 1 was going 
to lose it. So, and 1 met another Native person who said she did the same thing! (Iaughter) (..) 1 
didn't actually write it down, but 1 used to have dl these staged arguments in my head. (Iaughter) 
1 would be like menacting what 1 could say if [u had the voice to do it. 

Interview with Joan: Sad00 

Joan selectively disengaged from lectures when 'she felt she was going to lose it'. Her 

inability to use her voice in these classroom settings resulted in her using her voice in her 

rniscellaneous notes. She resisted the classroom setting by engaging in writing personal 

notes that dlowed her to conuol her environment and to use her voice. 
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Findine Balance 

These examples led to the question of how do Native students get through 

academia? In asking First Nations women how they balance their lives while in 

academic environments. 1 found it interesting that participants commonly replieci that 

they stiil sought to achieve balance. Perhaps this is more telling of my perception, but to 

me, that fact that each participant completed their undergraduate degree was an indicator 

that somehow in that pmcess they achieved a way to balance academia with numerous 

family/community issues. However, this perception can only be viewed as mine. 

Candice, Phoebe and Pauline placed the importance of physical activity as a key 

issue to managing stress and maintaining balance. Physical activity was situated in a 

multitude of ways, for Phoebe k ing  outdoors renewed her, Candice strongiy identified 

with her team sport youth activity as the endeavor that produced her first success and 

confidence. For Pauline balancing physical workouts and her busy travel schedule 

proves to be a challenge. 

It gels bad, 1 was conscious of it. 1 wrote in my diary al1 the time, 1 am out of control. these are 
rhe things 1 need to work on. (...) One of the things that 1 noticed was way out of whack was the 
physical side. And 1 just startecl putting lots of energy into that - that helped tremendously it 
lotally hclped me get rid of somc of the anger 1 had and the negaiive energy that 1 had. Put it into 
the workouts. the walking outside. king outside. Toully helpcd. Totally helpcd. You know 
what? 1 don't ihink that if 1 would have got on mck without [working out], 1 don? know if 1 
would have finished [the degree]. Espccially when you are in front of the cornputer for that long. 
When 1 had a physical break it was jus2 like 'that fclt so good'. 1 just ncedeà to tel-. 

Interview with Phoebe: SeptIW 

Sports is for most people, just sports, but it has also played a real key point in my life. Being a 
young girl, 1 was labelcd ai tomboy, but 1 really look at sport as fundamental to my life; because 
ihat is where 1 achieved my first successes. That is where 1 knew as a young Native girl, that 1 
could be on par with anybody else. As long as 1 belicved in myself, as long as 1 worked hard and 
tned, and I have always carried that principle with me. It did not mtter who 1 played againsi, 
whether it was Native boys ot non-Native children, 1 always gave it my very best. ancl 1 have 
always excelled. {..} And when 1 went to college, 1 played m c e r  for one year, and then my 
mother got reolly sick and 1 let go of soccer. because 1 traveled back and forth [to home on 
weekends) at the time for rny mother. And in genenl. 1 sixtecl playing less sports, it was hard for 
me. because it was just a piut of how 1 identified myself - as an aîhlete. 

Interview with Candice: Jan101 
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1 am just learning how to balance. 1 am trying to find a good way to do that. Sometimes 1 feel like 
1 have the answer, doing it like in the spring when 1 was doing my exercise really well, but kind of 
fell off of that when 1 siarted traveling so much. So. it is diffcult. if is very dificrlt to balance. 
But 1 know, that 1 have to do it! But 1 haven't been doing it. 

Interview with Pauline: Sepi100 

Joan highlighted the importance on taking care of the spirit and that learning to find 

balance is a discovering process. She also found it imperative to maintain connections 

and travel to her home communities. Joan states finding balances involves, 

talking to family, definiiely. Always have the communication lines open. taking to friends, and 
going home. 1 don't know, 1 always feel that if you take care of the person, if you take care of the 
spirit - everything else falls into place. If you somehow manage to just to keep your wt  together 
enough. to get to your classes, you may not get to the reading. as long as you get to the classes. as 
long as you are in touch somehow, to your academics. d you are taking ciue of your-self - - then 
you are ok. { .. 1 But wkn you are so Young, when you are 18, 19. 20. 21. You don't know 
anything really about y w r  - relf. You don't know how to take care of your self, you try to, but 
you are still disrovering. For me, it was always neccswy to go back east - go back to [home]. 
Just to get grounded again; and also to be with my family. my close. my nuclear family, my mum 
and d d  and my brother. The balance was hiud and 1 can't even Say there was always a balance al1 
the time - and if ihere wûs - 1 didn't know where it was. 

Interview with Joan: Janlûû 

Candice also emphasizes the importance of spirituality. Throughout her life there are 

certain periods that are devoted to specific areas, Her malogy reminds me of the holistic 

approach ascribed to in the Medicine Wheel. She states that whiIe working on her 

degree, she was not able to fully incorporate the important spiritual aspects into her 

lifestyle. 

1 believe in the whole realm of your life, there are ceriain rimes where you are supposed to focus 
those mas of your life. Like academe is the intellectual of our spheres. And when 1 was a youth 
it was more the physical. In the whole realm, 1 think 1 am achieving balance in my Iife. But it was 
just i ~ t  ihat time. with the rcquirements of completing the degree. you don? get to work ail the 
spirituûlity in. The rncnral, the emotional; it is never a 50150. 

Interview with Candice: Janiûl 

Joan also clearly identifies that, yes, school is important, but family issues take 

precedence. She recognizes that at times this will impact her academic performance, but 

maintains that f;unily issues will always corne first, 

Oh. I don't know if 1 cm say how 1 do it. It just kind of - it just kind of falls into place - 1 think. 
Personal alwuys cornes first for me. It h a  always been that way. and olways will be. I don't 
know why, but 1 know some people that put school fint and uiey are able to do that, birt 1 can't. 
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Couple of days ago. my cousin, was having a baby and she was bom with a heart defect, (..) she is 
so young and her baby is so small. - that was a real concern, for me, still is. she is recovenng but - 
1 will think about that first. And it will îake up - take up - a lot of my brain waves. [my pre- 
admission graduate exam] wasn't the only thing on my mind you know. Where as, a lot of ihe 
students that went into that examination room - that was the only tliing they were eating and 
breathing, that [exam]. And for m. 1 just walked in and did it. And sornetimes 1 feel foolish. 
when 1 am not as prepared as other people, but my personal will always come fim. There 1s 

always family stuff coming up, (..) as long as you are ok between your ears. and in your h m  
and then evetything else seems to manage ok. 1 remember what I said when 1 graduated. and it 
just kind of came to me, when we were allowed to get up and talk. 1 was spending my tirne at 
university on autopilot, and 1 was just kind of going through the motions, w h i  were appropriate. 
And 1 was always, my hem and my mind were always - devoted to something else first - more 
t h n  my studies. 

Interview with Joan: Jardûû 

Candice also draws attention to the significance of her family ties. Her comments 

indicate that she faced a number of crisis situations while in school. And even though 

these critical issues pulled her away from her studies, she views these experiences as 

integral to her strong connection to her family foundation. 

As much as family can take you away h m  your studies it is needed. 1 could have done with a 
few less crises, but (..) 1 still nceded my family. So, 1 am not really sure if 1 mainmineci balance, 
because 1 certainly did a lot of long. late hours. 1 still necded [my family], just as much as a young 
child would need their parents. their aunts and uncles. (.. 1 1 just needed my family they were my 
foundation. Even though we went through stmggles, they were octr strugglcs. 1 was still just as 
much a pan of rhat. 

Interview with Candice: kdO 1 

Another aspect of family that is very important is in the pressures encountered in king a 

single mother, and balancing childcare and the support offered from the extended family, 

her parents. In Phoebe's experience this meant a yearlong separation from her daughter. 

In her experience the stress she encountered at the end of her graduate studies funneled to 

both her daughter and her parents. Phoebe sates, 

Childcare is tricky, but it works out, it sccms to always work out. You have to negotiate your way 
around ii, (..) You just put it out there, 'oh my god. 1 need help' and usually the help is there. I 
have k n  very fonunate that way, (..] my parents offered to take [my daughter] for a whole year, 
and shc went to live my parents in Kelowna. That was when 1 was doing the coursewrk far the 
masters' degree. (..) She was gom for a whole year, shc did a whole yen of school at Kelowna. 
It was a long year wichout hm. So that is one of the things about xhool, we have had some 
sepiuations, [my daughter], that we wouldn't have otherwise hûd. {..] 1 think for sure tttat has 
probably affected our relationship. (..) One day, 1 was working on the cornputer, this was during 
the graduate material. and [my daughter] just said, 'when are you going to be finished the dammed 
degree?!' And she was just done. She was dom. And unfortunately 1 just wasn't done, that was 
when 1 was in the midst of writing. that when things were starting to come together. (..} You 
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h v e  to rn& sacrifices to juggle evetything. and 10 get the dam degree dom. And 1 could see. 1 
could see that it was bothering her and that is just not a guod feeling - but. you just do what you 
have io do. {..) [Since finishing the thesis] 1 feel one hunQad percent bettçr. my p n t i n g  skilk 
gotten way bctcer. [..} 1 can tell with her, she is bappier, she is way hoppier. 

Interview with Phoebe: Se@ 

Phoebe adds that family and cornmunity support was instrumental in her ability to finish 

her graduate studies. 

But without my farnily ihere is no way in hell 1 would have finished the degree. There is no way. 
there is no way. {..) [My parents] really came through for me, a lot of the time. in a big way. And 
friends, espccially the nctwork of single parents 1 have, not just single parents, but i have a big 
network of single parents that are in the same stniggle and it is basically just juggling, {..) Just 
Iike thing ihai WC know we can count on a h  0 t h  for. You know, 1 nm broke. 1 am uipped out. 
1 have goi to fecû my kid; [my friends] are thm. That has k e n  awesame really, really helphl. 

Interview with Phoebe: SeptlOO 

When 1 fomulated my research questions I had specifically asked each 

participant to discuss factors that impacted their initial pursuit of academia, in essence, 

how did they decide to pursue their undergraduate studies. In the latter section of the 

interview questions, 1 again asked the same question but was interested in discussing how 

each scholar decided to go back to pursue graduate studies. In designing the questions in 

this manner I was interested in documenting how their undergraduate experience 

impacted their decision to 'go back' and re-engage in pst-secondary institutions. 

Joan's comment demonstrates the difficulty she experienced in deciding to pursue 

her graduate studies. She States, 

[deciding to go toj graduate [school] was really - HARD. (laugh) 1 mean, alter my university 
expaience. my self-esietm was very low cornpared to how it was going into university mosily 
because, 1 don't know why, 1 had an infenorirj cornplex it could have been a lot of things, and it 
could have had nothing to do with the schwl a i  all; but ii just seemed Iike everybody ai SFU was 
adapred so much berter than 1 was and my grades were jus1 kind of sruck at the C+/C - never, 
never land - and I always went into the semesier thinking it is going to be different this tirne. and 
as soon as midterms would roll around it just seemad that 1 couldn't get it rogether enorrgh, and 
then 1 would just fall right back into that same category of students. 1 don't Ihink 1 reaily 
conformed to the systern until my last semester - which wos really successful for me. Alihough, 
persondly it wm mlly hard but, my grdes were so much bener. It w u  like 1 figured it w t  al1 of 
a sudden. 

Interview with Joan: Jan100 
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masters degree; issues that 1 sure impact many individuals who are contemplating 

pursuing graduate studies. However, unlike non-Native students, and as 1 have 

previously highlighted there is an urgent and overail need within First Nations 

communities to hire comrnunity members for professionaüleadership roles. This leads to 

a paradox for many First Nations graduates in their desire to continue on in acadernia, but 

at the same time knowing that the communities ihat we corne from require trained 

professionals; al1 of these factors contributed to Candice's decision to pursue graduate 

studies. 

In applying for gmdusite schaol Joan's anticipation confirms the determination she 

maintained in regard to pursuing her studies. Her cornmitment to her program is salient 

in this exarnple. She states 

If 1 get a refusal letter, ifien 1 get a refusal letter. Everyone thinks 1 am going to do it. Nobody 
assumes thot my bad grades will ever hold me back. Although, 1 iun going about it al1 the hard 
way, starting off with lousy gndes, and that is the hardest way lo apply to grad school. But, 1 
wish, 1 am praying that the admissions committte with have the wisdom to see that 1 can do this. 
And that 1 cm bring ri lot io their program, without siictificing too much humility, 1 think that it is 
important to have people who are commined to the wellrttss field and 1 feel like 1 have really 
demonstrated that, especirlly in the lasi ten ytars of my life. People who are really strongfy 
committed - not just these people who don? know what they want to do, and then al1 of a sudden, 
"oh well, let's fry this" you know, and ihey just happen to have bettcr gndes than me. 

Interview with Soan: San/ûû 

1 was interested in documenting what each participant viewed as positive aspects 

of her academic endeavours. Up until this point this thesis identifies that, yes, there are 

challenges inherent to king a First Nations student, but there are also many positive 

aspects in pursuing p s t  secondary education. 1 deliberately ordered the research data to 

highlight the previous issues or 'challenges' first. The remainder of the research matenal 

focuses more on what 1 will broadly depict as 'positive' issues or participants 
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recomrnendations for change. Again, 1 realize these broader categorizations are 

contestable. Nonetheless, it was important to me to try and keep a balance in this thesis 

in highlighting both the challenges and triumphs encountered by First Nations scholars. 1 

think it is important for prospective students to hear positive feedback from the 

participants in this study. This information is also useful to educational administrators 

and professors that seek to recognize what positively impacts First Nations' leamers. 

Culturailv Based Learnin~ & Culturallv Based S u ~ ~ o r t  Promms 

Both Pauline and Jorn had previously experienced culturally based school 

prograrns; Pauline in a culturaily based pst-secondary program, and Joan at the 

elementary band school level. Both mentioned the positive impact this had on their 

previous learning experience. Pauline States, 

1 think if 1 hadn't gone to Trent 1 wouldn't be the person that I am today. 1 really think that it 
really helped shape me as a young person, without getiing tao emotional. I was only 18 and my 
mind was really open. And 1 had a chance to meet a lot of really interesting people that 1 am sri11 
Fnends with today. That 1 am really good fiiends with, in fact - one of my friends who I met 
thmugh the Native Studies progrûm was just out here lasi week or so, and she is just now finishing 
her PhD. ( . . . ) and she is teaching there now at Tmnt. So things like that. 1 email people al1 the 
time, 1 see people from Six Nations and different places -- that 1 met there, and it really, really 
turned me on, to what my potential ws,  and what other Native peoples experience. 

Inierview with Pauline: Mar100 

She elaborates by discussing the culturally based pre-admission program adding, 

Ycs, in fact [Trent University was] very ken io crcaie h e  environmeni for young Natives to corne 
in and io retain us. Bccûuse they knew b r e  was such a high dropout rate, and that sometimes the 
environment cm be really imimidating and not very welcoming. You gct there, and maybe stay 
for one month. and then lave. So they had ..) a success to program ( ..), a pre-drnission 
[program], you would go for 6 weeks beforc the [semester] actually starteci. So you would go, in 
mid July and you live in residencc with the other studenis. and ihey give you some of the stuff that 
you need, and some of the foundations for going 10 school. living there, but also helping you bmh 
up on some of your academics. Which is really good. {..) So we brushed up on a lot of our 
academics. Meanwhile-me coming out of grade 12 - it wasn't that hard for me; but there were 
some mature students who needed îhat too. Life skills-kind of within the university setting. And 
we really got to know our core pmfessors, (..) it was a real supportive environment, and 1 think 
that is the key to their success. I mlly do. And they h d  a Native studies lounge, and they had an 
organimtion called TUNA, Trent University Native Association, and we had a Pow-Wow every 
year and an elden conference. So it was pretty cultunlly focused. 

Interview with Pauline: Mar100 
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exarnples of commonalities shared with like-minded people. Views that helped her 

negotiate her ongoing contemplation of her mixed ancestry identity. 

In my family identity was always skirted around. it wris ya ya ya, you have sorne Native 
background. In hearing other students. students of mixed background. or other Native authors, 
discuss in their wriiing, issues involving identity was a bonus. { ..) It has just made me realize that 
other people are questioning, other people are wondering, other people are smiggling, and that has 
been an excellent experience. It is an issue that I continue to think about al1 the time and 1 had the 
ouilet at certain tim, in certain papers. in certain courses, with certain profcssors to think about 
that, and to write about that. 

Interview with Phoek  SepVûû 

1 would like to add a comment to Phoebe's point. There have been times in my academic 

endeavours when 1 have worked for the most part in isolation. With the exception of 

conducting the interviews, the pmess of researching and writing a thesis is largely a 

solitary experience. During these times, one way for me to continue to feel connected to 

my First Nations community is through engaging with discoune written by Native 

authors. Further, Aboriginal discourse filled a void for me, in recognizing that 1 am not 

alone in this experience, and provided me with role models of other First Nations 

scholars engaged in similar activities as me. This is one of the key reasons that 1 have 

incorporated the discourse produced by First Nations community members throughout 

this entire thesis. 

Advice to Other Students 

Phoebe calls to attention the overall need to see more discourse, and research, 

produced by First Nations scholars. In taking a moment to offer advice to Native 

students Phoebe States, 

have faith in yourself. Have faith in yourself. Also. do it in your own time, do it when it feels 
ready for you. It didn't feel right for me, for the longest time, but when it did corne together, it 
came togethet quickly and it rneshed. (..} 1 am proud of the fact that 1 finished. I am proud of the 
piece of work ihat 1 carne up with. It is not perfect, there are lots of flaws. it cannot cover 
everything, and especirlly if you m dealing with Aboriginal issues. T h e  are so mny  inter- 
related issues. that you want to deal wiih. Even just doing a historicd review, well thût is a whole 
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bloody thesis in iiseif. (..) It is daunting. It is scary. And you wmt to cover al1 these areas, and 
you can't. You just can't. Tha is whcn you have to have faith in yourself. You cm only do, 
what you can do. Just keep plugging away. [..) We are no1 111 experts here. That is another big 
fallacy of academic writing and just academe in generai. The whole idea of king an expert on the 
topic. Like every tirne 1 listen to the CBC. professor so and so, is expert of so and sa. f am always 
like, ya right. Tbey are just one pcrson too; one opinion. And you know. there are lots and lots of 
voiccs that nccd io be hcard. And fhat is ihe other ihing ihal makes you finish. There is not 
enough Abwigind voices in wademic wfiting, and that gives you power, that gives you strength 
IO kecp going. It is like, 1 am going to finish this 1 am not going let this k a t  me. 

Intrview with Phoebe: SeptiOO 

In a practical step-by-step approach, Phoebe describes what her graduate experience was 

like, this information is particularly useful for students who have minimal ptevious 

exposure to what is expected h m  a student in graduate studies programs. She warns that 

in graduate studies it is  easy to fdl away from the university environment. She views this 

as a critical factor to keep in mind when trying to complete independently conducted 

When you are a graduate student, you do your courx work - you go through the whole research 
proposal $tuf€, you work things out methodologicdly, ihtoretically, you put something together, 
you have got your proposal, you defend. you go ihrough the ethics review, you gel through thal, 
and then you are on your own. You are on your own. {..) 1 ihink that the university could 
definitely do a bener job Ihat way too. Fine you are doing original research. Fine they are giving 
you more independence. But at the wme timc, 1 think [for\ me, stepping away from rny studies 
was a bit too easy. 1 would have like a bit more of ' w h t  are you doing?' (..) 3 bit more direction. 
Maybe even amongst the students themselves, more 'lets get together and talk about where we are 
al1 at'+ (..) And thar is one of he things about academic community, you have ihis community 
and lhen it al1 falls away. {.. ) And thcn you arc on your own. and it is like, 1 am not really a piut 
of that anymore, and at graduate school p u  can get away with i t  And unfortunately, that is what 
1 did. Thai was a big rnistake. Thrt was one of the hardesi things, 1 did not even know if I knew 
how to write an academic paper, a year and a half laier, 'do 1 even know how to write? Yw do. it 
is there. 

Interview with Phoek Sepdû0 

Upon completion of her graduate studies Phoebe stresses how 'good' it feels to be done, 

and that her life is resuming and retuming to a situation she is happy with, ail within a 

month of completing her degree. 

Now that 1 am done, and 1 have perspective now. I h n ' t  regret i t  I am still me. Everyone is still 
ihemselves, and it is al1 good. Things are gcttïng back to normal and it has only been a month 
since 1 finished and 1 dready f e l  this good. Now 1 am happy wiih the way 1 am communicating 
with people. And not just with my family, but with everybody. With my fnends, with other 
children in the co-op. It is like 1 am k k .  Come on over, come visit. 

Interview with Phoebe: Sept100 
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Communitv Work After Completion of Deeree 

1 would like to move to address issues that came up for Cmdice when she 

completed her degree. The whirlwind nature of how quickly her career opportunities 

unfolded is revealed in her experience. She states, 

1 anticipated coming sbïtight back to the community. 1 finished off, as soon as 1 graduatecl, 1 h d  
my daughter a month later. And, two months into my daughters Me. 1 went brck to work, part- 
time ;is a reseacher (..) 1 continued with my research and by the time my daughter was four 
months. the women in the position that 1 hold now, as Department head of education for out 
community was laving to start her own business. She recomrnended me for this position, and 
council hired me. 1 have been functioning as the Education Department HeiuüCoordinritor for just 
over 2 and a half years now. 

Interview with Candice: J d l  

Candice describes the multi-layered transitions she encountered in disengaging with her 

student identity to accepting, and adapting to, her work at a managerial level in her 

community. She expresses the challenges she faced in maintaining an authorative 

position amongst famil y and communit y members. 

But taking on this position, that's where issues staned to come in. {..) It was more 1 did not adapt, 
people adapted to me king in a high profile position, with autfiority, but 1 wun't willing to accept 
that. (..) 1 did not want to accept that d e .  1 think that is where we dichotomize Our baditional 
upbringing with age. Because we respect older people, and yet thcre are changes where, these 
positions sometimes require younger people with training to fulfill those areas. It sometimes 
clashes with our outlook on how things should be; our elders in charge. our older uncles and aunis, 
1 suuggled with that al1 the time because the many people thai 1 supervised. they are my aunties 
they are the people that taught me, they are the people that babymt me, and I have a hard time 
king a "supervisor". It doesn't even have to do with them doing something wrong, it is just me 
playing the role as a supervisor in a depariment. it is just nally foreign; that is what 1 don? enjoy. 

Interview with Candice: JadOl 

She underlines relevant factors such as navigating community politics, the stress of 

working in a managerial d e .  Candice states her work, 

is a stressful position, and it cm  be political, And 1 go through my stressful moments and 1 tend to 
just focus. And if 1 need to cry. T'Il cry. 1 find that a lot of my Iife, my young adult life, has been 
in crisis management. {..} How many people get to (..) have influence. or a role in, making 
decisions for their community, ssist the future. 1 look at that - thai is a d r m .  [..) And it is just 
Qing to keep that focus. because, 1 sauggle with staying in this high profile position. and working 
many long hours, when 1 have such a young fomily. All those transitions, graduting, coming 
back to community, getting rnmied. having a child, having a stepchild. a youih in his adolescence. 
So it just seems like constant leaming. 1 m just not getting 'credits' this time!! {laughter!} 

Interview with Candice: J d l  



In concluding this chapter, and in looking forward, Pauline identifies a need for 

more support for First Nations students to navigate the unfamiliar 'academic maze'. 

Pauline recommends pst-secondary preparation programs that assist Native iearners 

through educational institutions. She States, 

1 think a lot of it, at this stage in the game, for me is not so much thai 1 would like to have [more] 
moral support - but a lot if it is just the need to have someone help through the m e .  the academic 
miue that is out therc. (..) And especially for me as a Firsi Nations person - you know. there are a 
lot of things that are not that clear for me {..) but because 1 haven't gone through a lot of this 
before. My family hasn't. 1 think that WC ntcd to have more support for First Nations students to 
stay in school - to keep going. {..) like in preparing us for graduate program, when we are 
undergrads, and then to let gr& know, when we are in the graduate programs. Some of the things 
that probrbly setm prttty straighiforwmd io some pcoplt, may not be IO others, 

Interview with Piuline: Mar/ûû 

Candice sees First Nations cornmunities standing on the brink of positive changes. She 

underlines the importance of holding on to our traditional cultural values. 

Before we had no opportunities, or very little, and now we are going to have many opportunities 
The biggest challenge we are going to face in the future is -- how we are going to communicate in 
a healthy ways, to have equity. And how io deal with oppominities. because sometimes that can 
be just as much of a challenge as dealing with your sauggles. And this is where Our traditional 
way of life, our belief systems, are going to corne in and help us out. 

Interview with Candice: Jan101 

This chapter has highlighted the complex and multi-faceted issues that each of the 

participants shared with me. It is from the spirit of sharing, that these four women 

illuminated the numerous important issues for consideration in the dialogue that seeks to 

identify issues encountered by First Nations students. By allowing me to document their 

valuable stories, these four Native women symbolically offer their support to other First 

Nations scholars, and also to al1 interested in contemponry Native educational issues. 

When combined these powetful examples illustrate the multi-layered aspects integral to 

the experiences of these First Nations scholars. 
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CHAPt'ER 7: FiNAL REF'LECTIONS 

As 1 end this thesis project, there are a number of reflections 1 would like to share. 

My 6rst involves giving thanks to each of the women that stepped forward to share their 

amazing stories and reflections with me. In my viewpoint, the fact that it was four First 

Nations women who shared their stories in this thesis, re-affirms to me the important role 

that First Nations women maintain in our communities. 1 come from a maidineal 

Nation. 1 wholeheartedly recognize that Aboriginal women are the backbone of our 

farnilies and communities, they are the caregivers that maintain a vital role in the healing 

process of our Nation's. 

1 realize that this project has been very much about the process that 1 encountered 

in conducting this research. But without the experiences shared by the four First Nations 

women this project could not have materialized. 1 describe the great challenge 1 faced in 

locating four First Nations students willing to share their experiences. 1 have highlighted 

throughout this thesis the important historical factors, as well as cunent ideologies, that 

continue to impact Native research in a multitude of ways. 

There have been many times in this project when 1 tmly believed that 1 would not 

be able to finish this thesis. It was difficult for me to isolate if my experience was an 

jndjcator of what al1 graduate students go through. 1 did not know what to expect nor 

who to tum to in my community to seek guidance from in specific reference to my 

academic endeavours. This is not to minimize dl of the support my family and 

community offered me. But, like the participants in this project, 1 am the first in my 

family to pursue graduate studies. At the same time, 1 wondered if what 1 was 

encountering in this graduate work was more a result of the oppressive issues that 1 have 
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continued to face in al1 facets of my life as a First Nations woman. In the end, 1 realized 

that it was imperative for me to not minimize what 1 was going through, but rather - to 

appreciate and find trust in the pmcess 1 was going through. To leam to trust my voice 

and find a way to express my voice again. 

As 1 have stated, one of the most difficult challenges 1 encountered in producing 

this thesis was overcoming my fear of using my voice. 1 have also highlighted that this 

thesis is one of the most pronounced, most permanent and most public fonns of 

expressing my voice. When 1 look back at my previous papen, 1 can immediately tell if 1 

was writing from a 'guarded' perspective; which results in my work king unclear and 

not as strong. 1 wrote rny strongest papers under the supervision of professors whom 1 

greatly respect and mst, Writing this thesis, sharing my voice with individuals that 1 do 

not know, has ken  an extremely daunting process for me. 1 labuured over the inclusion 

of my personal experiences. 1 womed about how easily stories can be used, or 

interpreted in a manner that works against First Nations peoples. 1 also appreciate the 

learning process is a life-iong journey, and as my life unfolds 1 wonder how 1 will look 

back at this early work of mine. 1 have had to continually remind myself that First 

Nations are dynamic populations, Our work should not be 'frozen' as the one Native 

example that represents al1 First Nations peoples. 1 also had to continuaily remind myself 

of the powerful pervasive factors that continue to silence First Nations voices. Like 

CreeMétis scholar Kim Anderson (2000) 1 ask readers to accept their responsibility in 

how they will respectfully handle the information that has been shared in this thesis. To 

neither romanticize nor victimize the important stories shared within this text. 1 would 
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argue that both of these stances would only add to the challenging bamers that continue 

to impact First Nations scholarship. 

In contemporary anthropological discourse, it is slowly becoming a more common 

practice for researchers to identify their background and ideologies in connection to their 

research. However, 1 recognize that this paper stems from a vantage point that is 

different than most academic discourse in that 1 situate where 1 stand, 1 include my voice 

and my expenences al1 in conjunction to contextualizing my background as a reseiucher. 

1 approached this project first and foremost as a First Nations person, even though 1 must 

work within an institution that holds little regard for this fact. I continually resisted the 

powerful 'Westem pedagogical forces' that kept pulling my work into different 

directions. These forces did not stem from my supervisory conunittee, but rather from 

the overall impact that Westem doctrines have had on my thoughts in my prolonged 

exposure to them. 

As an overall comment, academic environments continue to valorize academic 

discourse that is written in an impersonal manner and from a 'god like' vantage point. 

All too often we read about 'institutions' as if they are insunnountable non-human 

entities. An example hem would be statements like 'institutional oppression'. Phrases 

such as this are often overlooked, and widely accepted. 1 think, phrases such as this 

foster an overall desensitization to what is actually being referred to; once tmly 

dismantled, 'institutional oppressiony refers to: human beings oppressing other human 

beings. Wnting From this perspective perpetuates subordination by obscuring our 

collective participation in such environments. 1 also recognize that wnting from a 

perspective that does not support the 'objectivelsçientific' vantage point creates an 
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uncomfortable tension for individuais who are unable to t n ~ l y  identify, a d o r  accept their 

d e  in these 'institutional' communities. 

1 recognize that 1 am one of the fortunate students to be working under the 

supervision of professars who are attuned to Fitst Nations issues. My aim here is not to 

flatter these professors, but to critically highlight that without such supervision, 1 don? 

think this paper would have (a) even materialized or (b) unfolded the way it has. 1 have 

tried to incorporate cultwal pmctices that were important to me, but I recognize that these 

multiple factors and meanings often do not translate onto the flat, white pages they are 

written upon. But in the end, 1 recognize that we need to have research produced by First 

Nations and in collaboration with Aboriginal peoples. This research has highlighted the 

important role professors hold in regard to how Native leamers' didconnect to academia. 

Al1 of the participants expressed their respect for professors, and the important role they 

maintain in pst-secondary institutions. Professors maintain powerful roles in 

educational institutions. A professor's 'approachability', teaching style, selected course 

readings and classrmm setup, greatly impacts how First Nations scholars diskonnect to 

academia. If this thesis could cany a message to professors unfamiliar to First Nations 

peoples, it would be, we respect what you have gone ihrough to get where you are, we 

respect your knowledge, but we ask that you respect where we corne from and what we 

have gone through to get hm, and to respect our knowledge that stems from the complex 

forms of First Nations epistemology. 

1 have learned much about myself in this research project. For me, it has been an 

emotional journey and at times a very spiritual joumey. in the 'pull' 1 have faced in 

producing this work, the mots of my culture grew stronger within me. 1 expressed these 
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thoughts to a First Nations woman who accomplished two mazing goals. She has gone 

on her vision quest. She has also completed her doctoral work. She stated to me, that she 

sees the importance of placing our contemporary experiences within Our traditional 

practices. The vision quest is a sacred important journey and 1 do not seek to minimize or 

disrespect that fact. With her permission, 1 am compelled to share her powetful 

reflections. She viewed her graduate experience in a similar manner to going on a vision 

quest. In that graduate studies involves an individual 'going away' from family and 

comrnonity for a long pends of time, to complete work that is meaningful to that person. 

In similarity to a vision quest, often this academic journey involves support from family 

and community members that may not fully know what one goes through in this highly 

individual joumey. This paper has illuminated how Aboriginal families and community 

continue to place the utmost importance on supporting their family members that engage 

in this individualized academic joumey. As well my research portrays how First Nations 

students continue to seek solace and comfort in their First Nations communities. 1 found 

her analogy of graduate work to be a powerful one that helped me think through and 

negotiate in my thesis work. 

Kim Anderson (2000) discusses a key issue linked to my research on how we 

si tuate ourselves in reading First Nations' scholarl y discourse. 1 have emphasized how 

Native scholarship is ofien unjustly depicted as king 'too connected to research subjects' 

in the debates about subjectivity versus objectivity, while at the sarne time, if a First 

Nations scholar isn't 'Native' enough our work is further scrutinized or invalidated. To 

reverse this discussion 1 will offer a rather crude analogy. We would never think that a 

researcher is too 'white', nor not 'white' enough to perform 'white' research. Nor would 
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we ask a 'white' person to prove, or erase, their 'whiteness'. And yet these exact 

questions are placed upon al1 First Nations peoples and scholars. In translating these 

larger debates to this research focus, I think it is important to recognize that First Nations 

students that migrate away from their communities continue to find creative and 

resourceful ways to loçate family and comrnunity. 1 wholeheartedly recognize our 

important connections and ties to our territories. and the importance implications of these 

debates in our self-determination and land ciaims struggles. But 1 would like to stress 

that we need to respect why certain First Nations peoples choose to live away from their 

communities, and we should not view them as 'lesser' First Nations. 1 think we d l  need 

to continually cntically examine, and dismantle, the mots of oppressive debates that seek 

to divide First Nations communities. When students migrate to urban areas for 

educational purposes, they can and will continue to reach out to local First Nations 

communities and also continue to engage in traditional practices. 

How you live your life is a ceremony. I have met many people who do not have the language, 
don't know any ceremonies. don't know anything about who they are as an Indian penon. but they 
are the most traditional people 1 know. They ;ire loyal, they are honest, they have integrity, they 
are caring, they know how 10 be respectful, they are al1 those things that made out people who 
they m. [Ivy Choske (Dakota) cited in Anderson 2000:27] 

1 can now proudly c a q  my Fint Nations identity with me in al1 aspects of my 

life. 1 could not do this until 1 left high school as 1 continually faced racism as a young 

child and for a number of years I carried shame about my First Nations identity. 1 have 

let go of the pain that surrounds this experience because 1 now can see that 1 utilized the 

best skills 1 could as a child trying to navigate my way through the racism that pervaded 

my childhood school life. That said, I carry my First Nations identity into this academic 

joumey, a journey that 1 have engaged in for so many years. Al1 of these combined 

factors involved writing this thesis from a perspective that is important to me. Ironically, 
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this academic joumey, when I am farthest from my homeland, is when it has become 

most salient to me how smng my cultural mots are. 

Producing this paper for me, has ken one of the most humbiing experiences of 

my life thus far. It has been quite a joumey! A key factor that helped me maintain the 

final vision of this paper, when numerous blocks stood in the way, involved me 

remembering the views 1 maintained about this research upon entering my graduate 

studies. 1 firmly believed that this research could be useful for other First Nations 

scholars. Although the title of this paper did not corn to me until very close to the final 

draft, I have always regarded this research from the spirit of sharing. 1 could share my 

work with other First Nations cornrnunity members in support of their academic joumeys. 

1 will continue to work toward the day that my people will achieve the goal of our 

collective vision that invests in the overall wellness and strength of out First Nations 

communities. 1 look forward to the day when we do not need to have research that 

focuses on the challenges encountered by First Nations scholars. 1 realize this will not 

happen in my lifetime, but like much of the First Nations scholarly work that surrounds 

me, my work is dedicated to our future generations. In closing 1 would like to honor and 

give the last word of this thesis to one, of the many, powerful thoughts shared with me by 

the four First Nations women in this project. 

There is r generation bcfore me. they didn't have the cuttml programs, but now we run several 
cultural prograrns for our youth. [In our new] long house, h e  ceremonies are coming back, the 
winter dances. The children ;ue going to be so strong, ihey are having fhe opponunities to l e m  
k i r  culture, we are in a strong revitalization movement our culture is waking up, and we don? 
need 10 hide it ûnymore. 

Interview with Candice: JrnlOl 
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For the purpose of my master's thesis, 1 would Iike to examine First Nations 

graduate student experiences in pst-secondary urban institutions. For my proposed 

research project, 1 would like to explore what Aboriginal students have to Say about their 

experiences in pursuing their acadernic goals. By rneans of open ended audio taped 

interviews with 4-6 self-identifieci Abonginal graduate students in the Vancouver area; 1 

am interested in documenting how Aboriginal students negotiate conflicting demands 

throughout their academic endeavors while balancing fmily and community obligations. 

A key objective is to understand the lived relationship between Aboriginal experience 

and urban academic institutions. 

Aboriginal voice and experience are central to the research pmject, as is the issue 

of collaboration and respect; as such, research participants will be offered the option to 

read and edit excerpts from their transcribed interview data that 1 propose to include in 

the thesis. Further, research participants will be offered the option of reading a 

preliminary draft copy of the final thesis, and offer comments on it. 1 may incorporate 

these comments into the final thesis text; this decision will be made in collaboration with 

research subjects. This work will be useful to both First Nations and non-First Nations 

peoples interested in creating rneaningful and accessible educational environments for al1 

members of Canadian society. 
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Participants will be sought via personal networking, advertisements on SFU and 

UBC campuses, and in Aboriginal community sites. If unable to solicit 4-6 graduate 

students, 1 will then seek First Naîions 'mature' students. 'Mature' students will consist 

of individuals who have completed their undergraduate work in an urban post-secondary 

institution, or who are in the 4th year of their undergraduate degree. In the event of 

seeking 'mature' students, d l  parameters presented in this proposal will be adhered to. 

1 will hold an inuoductory meeting with each of the potential respondents in 

which 1 cliirify my research thesis project verbally; as well 1 will present potential 

participants with the research proposal and interview questions. 1 will confinn with 

participants that participation is voluntary and explain that the issue of collaboration is an 

integral issue in the research project and that respect, confidentiality, and anonyrnity are 

paramount issues. Participants may decide if they wish to participate. As well, hefshe 

may select appropriate tenninology (or pseudonyms) to refer to themselves within the 

research text. 1 will clarify to participants the point up to which they maintain editorial 

control of their transcribed interview data, and clarify that participant editorial control 

shifts to 'suggested comments' if subjects opt to read a draft copy of the thesis. All 

research materials will be held in a secure locked filing cabinet. Upon completion of the 

project, the participant may retain copies of the uanscribed excerpts of their interview. 
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APPENDIX ONE: RESEARCH WORMATION PACKAGE (cont.) 

Participants will be selected on the basis of Aboriginal self-identification 

currently, or recently, enrolled in a graduate program. The general time availability of 

possible candidates will be evaluated. It is my aim to select participants from diverse 

backgrounds, in temis of gender, varied frunily commitments, varied academic 

disciplines, and varied communities of origin and affiliation. My research will not be 

representative of the wider Aboriginal student population, as the study involves only 4-6 

participants. 

Interviewhg 

There will be one (or two) audio taped interviews that will last between 1-2 hours 

each. The availability of each research participant will largely detennine interview 

scheduling. 1 will conclude al1 interviews by inviting the participants to add any further 

comments helshe may have. Participants may select to complete the subject feedback 

form upon completion of their participation. 

1 have outlined the compkx interconnected issues involved in my proposed 

research topic. As 1 have outlined the issue of Aboriginal voice and experience, as well 

as respect and collaboration, at a multitude of levels, are key parameters guiding my 

thesis project. 1 fimly believe that it i s  only through a mutually respectful dialogue, 

between researcher and research participants that one can p d u c e  a useful thesis text that 

begins to explore the unique experiences encountered by First Nations academics. 
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APPENDIX TWO. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

(included in information package) 

Backmund lnformation - Interview #1 

1 would like to begin by getting some general information about your background, if you 
feel cornfortable can you answer any, or dl, of the following questions? 

Can you please state your age? 
How long have you lived in the city? 
What is your field of study? 
Where and when did you do your undergraduate d e p ?  
Whenhow did you decide to pursue academia? 
When do you plan to graduate? 
What are your likes and dislikes of school? 
Are there any further comments you would like to add? 

Graduate Student Exwriences - Interview #2 

1 would like to hear about your experience as a graduate student, if you feel cornfortable 
could you answer any, or d l ,  of the following questions? 

Howlwhen did you decide to attend graduate schwl? 
Can you describe the process you experienced in becoming a graduate student? 
Can you tell me about the things that take up your time outside of academia? 
Can you tell me about how you balance/manage personal issues and academic 
demands? 
In your experience, do you believe that there are any special issues bat have 
impacted your acadernic endeavors? 
Are there any further cornments you would like to add? 
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APPENDIX THREE: INFORMED CONSENT 

S S  
INFOIMIED CONSENT BY SUBJECïS TO PARTICLPATE IN A RESEARCH 

PROJECT 

The University and MARCIA GUNO subscribe to the ethical conduct of research and to the 
protection at d l  times of the interests. cornfort, and safety of subjects. This form and the 
information it contains are given to you for your own protection and full understanding of the 
procedures. Your signature on this form will signify that you have received a document which 
describes the procedures. possible risks. and bendits of this research project. that ym have hrd an 
adequate oppmtunity to consider the information in the document, and that you voluntarily agree 
to participate in the project. 

If you choose, knowledge of your identity is not required and you will n d  be required to write 
your name on any other identifjing information on the research materials. Any information that 
is obuined dwing this study as well as the identity of the cespondent will be kept confidential and 
protected by the researcher and Simon Fraser University to the fullest extent pennitted under 
Canadian Law. 

Having been asked by MARCL4 GUNO of the DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLûûY AND 
ANTHROPOLOGY of Simon Fraser University to participate in a research project, 1 have read 
the procedures specified in the drlcument. 

1 understand the procedures to be used in this research project and any persona1 risks 
involved. and that I rnay withdraw my participation as follows: during the interview or rfter 
reading excerpts of the transcribed interview data. 
1 also understand h t  1 may register any cornplaint that 1 might have about the mearcfi 
project to either Dara Culhane, Assistant Professor. Depanment of Sociology and 
Anthropology, S. F. U. Burnaby, B.C. V6S 1A6 / 604-29 1-5479 (voice mail) 604-29 1-5799 
(fax) e-mail: culhane@sfu.cr. AItematively, 1 rnay contact the tlepamental Chair, Dr. Ellen 
Gee of the Depariment of Sociology and Anthropolugy of Simon Fraser University at 604- 
29 1-3 146. 
1 understand the completed thesis text will be available at the Simon Fraser University 
libmy. If 1 ch-, 1 rnay reqwst a copy of the results of this study, andtor 1 may request 
txcerpts of rny transcribed taped interview upon completion of the h s i s  by contacting 
Marciit Guno at 604-215-1481 or via email at mguno@sfu.ca. 
1 have been infomied that if I so chmse my name and identifying characteristics will be 
confidential. 
Along with this Consent form 1 have read the Resmch Proposal and the Subject Feedback 
F m  
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1 agree to participate in an openended audio iaped interview with MARCM GUNO. I am aware 
that 1 may review and edit rny transcribed interview excrts prior to their inclusion to thesis text. 1 
am also aware that 1 may comment upon a draft copy of the thesis text to comment upon as 
explained in the attached Research Roposal. 

1 have agreed to participate in this research project and will be available for (1 or 2) 
interview(s). During the pend 

1 will be available for the interview(s) at the following location 

Please select one: 

1 prefer to remin anonymous ihroughout the research project. E S .  
1 prefer to be identified by rny real name YES. 
1 prefer to make this decision after 1 have read excerpts of my transcribed 
interview data YES. 

ADDRESS 

SIGNATURE 

ONCE SIGNED, A COPY OF THIS CONSENT FORM AND SUWECT FEEDBACK FROM WlLL BE 
PROVIDED 10 YOU. 
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APPENDIX FOUR: SUBJECT FEEDBACK FORM 

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH ETHICH REVIEW COMMITTEE 

SUBJECT FEEDBACK FORM 

Completion of this form is OPTIONAL, and is not a requirement of participation in the 
project. However if you have served as a subject in a project and would care to comment 
on the procedures involved, you may complete the following form and send it to the 
Chair, University Research Ethics Review Committee. Al1 information received will be 
treated in a strictly confidential manner. 

NAME OF PRINCAL INVESTIGATOR: 

TITLE OF PROJECT: 

DEWJSCHOOWFACULTY: 

Did you sign an Informed Consent Form before participating in the project? 

Were therc significant deviations from the originally stated procedure? 

1 wish to comment on my involvement in the above project which took place: 

@a@ (Place) (Tirne) 

Comments: 

Com~leüon of this section is o~tional 

Your narne: 
Address: 
Te lephone: 

This form should be sent to the Chair, University Ethics Review Cornminee, d o  Vice- 
President, Research, Simon Fraser University, Bumaby, B.C. V5A 1 S6 



APPENDIX FIVE: RESEARCH ADVERTISEMENT PûSTER 

Native Education; 
First Nations Graduate Student Experiences 

My name is Marcia Guno, I am currently a masters student in 
anthropology at Simon Fraser University. My research interest 
involves exploring what Aboriginal graduate students have to Say 
about their experiences in pursuing their academic goals. A key 
objective is to understand the relationship between Aboriginal 
experience and urban academic institutions. The issues of Respect 
and Collaboration are two fundamental parameters that shape my 
research project. 

I am seeking self-identified First Nations studenb that have 
cornpleted their bachelors' degree and are currently, (or recently 
enrolled) in further studies. lndividuals that were unable to complete 
their graduate program work are also welcome to respond. 
Interviews will consist of 1-2 open-ended audio-taped interviews; 
duration and scheduling will be largely determined by the availability 
of each graduate student. 

If you are interested in participating, or would like more information, 
please contact: 

DEPARTMENT OF SOClOLOGYIANTHROPOLOGY 
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY 

PHONE: 6W215-1481 
EMAIL: rneuno@sfu.ca 
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